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I AN ORDINANCE concurring with the decision of the

2 hearing'examiner to approve, subject to conditions, the

3 prel'i'rninary plat of Tail chief country club, located west

4 side of W.estSnoqualmie River Road SE and the

5 Snoqualrnie River, North of lgth Way SE, between

6 Redmond and Falr city, departnent of permitting and

7 snvi¡onmental review file no. L04p0032.

s BE IT ÛRD,AINED By TIIE couNcII" oF KÌNG coIrNTy:

9 SECTION 1' This ordinance does hereby adopt and incorporate herein as its

tro findings and.conclusions the findings and conclusions contained in the report and

tL decision ofthe hearing examiner dated April I1,2013, to approve subject to conditions,

rz the preliminary plat of Tall chief country club, located west side of west snoqualmie

13' River Road sE and the snogualmie River, North of lgth way sE, between,R.edmond and
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SUBJECT

April 11,2013

OFFICE OF THE HEARING EXAMINER
KING COUNTYO WASIIINGTON
King County Courthouse, Room 1200

516 Third Avenue
Seattle, V/ashington 981 04
Telephone (206) 296-4660
Facsimi le (206) 29 6-019 8

Emai l hearin gexaminer@kinscountv. gov

REPORT AND DECISION ON REMANI)

Department of Permitting and Environmental Review File Nos. L04P0032
Proposed Ordinance No. 2011-0404

TALL CHIEÍ' COT]NTRY CLUB
Preliminary Plat Application

West side of W. Snoqualmie River Road SE, and the Snoqualmie River,
north of 19th Way SE, between Redmond and Fall City

Location

Applicant:

Intervenors

King County

John Tomlinson
represented åy Thomas Pors
Law Office of Thomas Pors

1700 Seventh Avenue Suite 2100
Seattle, WA 98101
Telephone: (206) 357 -857 0

Email : tompors@comcast.net

Steve and Janet Keller and

Snoqualmie Valley Preservation Alliance
represented åy Charles Klinge
Groen Stephens & Klinge
11100 NE Eighth Street Suite 750
Bellevue, WA 98004
Telephone: (425) 453 -6206
Email: klinge@gsklegal.pro

Deparfment of Permitting and Environmental Review
represented óy Jina Kim
Prosecuting Attorney's Office
King County Courthouse
516 Third Avenue Room W400
Seattle, WA 98104
Telephone: (206) 296-9015
Email: j ina.kim@kingcounty. gov
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SUMMARY OF RECOMMENDATIONS/DECISION:

Depafi rnent' s Preliminary Recommendation:
Depafi ment' s Final Recommendation:
Examiner's Decision:
Examiner's Decision on Remand:

EXAMINËR PROCEEDINGSI

Hearing Opened:
Hearing Continued to:
Hearing Continued on call:
Hearing Reconvened:
Hearing Administratively Continued:
Hearing Record Closed:
Council Appeal Hearing Opened:
Council Appeal Hearing Reconvened:
Remand Hearing Opened:
Remand Hearing Reconvened:
Remand Hearing Closed:
Remand Hearing Rccord Closed:

Location:

Approve, with conditions
Approve, with revised conditions

Approve, with further revised conditions
Approve, with additional, revised conditions

2

November 29,2011
December 15,201 1 and January 4,2012

January 4,2012
April3,2012
April3,2012
ll4ay 5,2012

October 8,2012
December 5,20L2

March 4,2013
March 5,2013

March 21,2013
March 28,2013

Parlicipants at the public hearing and the exhibits offered and entered are listed in the attached mjnutes. A
verbatim recording of the hearing is available in the Hearing Examiner's Office.

FINDINGS, CONCLUSIONS AND DECISION: Having reviewed the record in this matter, the

Examiner now makes and enters the following:

FINDTNGSI.

l. General Information:

Developer: John Tomlinson
1738 Bellevue WayNE
Bellevue, WA 98004

Agent: De-En Lang
Lang Associates
10658 Riviera Place
Seattle, WA 98125

STR: 5-24-07

1313 W. Snoqualmie River Road. The site is located on the west side of
V/. Snoquahnie River Road and the Snoqualmie River, north of 19th Way

Zoning:
Acreage :

Number of Lots;
Density:
Lot Size:

Proposed Use:
Sewage Disposal:
Water Supply:

RA-5, RA-l0, A-35
191.2 acres
l8
Approximately 1 unit per l0 acres

Approximately 2.4 to 5.45 acres in size

Single Family Detached Dwellings
Individual on-site septic
Ames Lake Water Association
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Fire District: King County Fire District No. 27
School District: Snoqualmie Valley District No. 410
Plat Submittal: December 27,2004
Plat Application Completeness Date: December 27,2004

After a serie s of hearing days over the course of several months in late 201 I and early 2012, on

June 18, 2012,the previous examiner issued a report and decision approving the Tall Chief
preliminary plat. Intervenors, Steve and Janet Keller and the Snoqualmie Valley Preservation
Alliance, exercised their right to appeal to the Metropolitan King County Council. By that point

the examiner who had conducted tho hearing had departed County service, and a pro tem

examiner presented the appeal during the Council process. On December 5,2012, the Council
remanded a subset of the appeal issues for additional information, clarification, andlor further
consideration.

After the Council remand this matter, tlte pro tem examiner who had presented the appeal to the

Council recused himself, and the remand hearing fell to the undersigned. On March 4,5, and2l,
2013 we held hearings and heard argument on the Council-remanded issues of potentially adverse

impacts to adjacent property owners (primarily hydrological impacts and farm-related concerns)

and potential problemg for plat residents themselves (specifically related to school transportation,
flooding/runoff, and access). We kept the record open until March 28 to allow responses to
several items the Intervenors raised on the final afternoon. The Department of Permitting and

Environmental Review, the Applicant, and Intervenors, all submitted information on March 28, at

which point the hearing record closed.

In order to provide a single consolidated Report and Decision, we have weaved our new findings
and conclusions into this office's original June 18,2012, document. Many of the paragraphs

remain unchanged, only stylistically altered, or simply moved to a different location. To the

degree appropriate in light.of the remand proceedings, other paragraphs are substantially

reworkecl. Many findings and conditions âre ne\il.

Except as modified herein, the facts set fofth in DPER1 and King County Department of
Transportation (KCDOT) reports are found to be correct and are incorporated herein by reference.

The subject 191.2 acr.e property lies within the floodplain and side slopes of the Snoqualmie
River Valley east of Redmond and northwest of Fall City. It sits along the W, Snoqualmie River
Road SE (River Road), on the west side, encompassing the site of the current Tall Chief Country
Club. The River Road here lies just west of the Snoqualmie River's normal channel, closer at the

nofthern end of the properly's River Road frontage, It is roughly an anvil-shaped parcel, with the

northeasterly half within the Snoqualmie River floodplain (and partially within the floodway) and

the westerly half (longer segment in the north-south dimension) lying on the generally moderately
to gradually easterly descending slopes on the west side slopes of the valley, Some slope areas

have steep portions. A stretch of five discrete Class wetlands lie in the westerly portion of the

onsite floodplain abutting the topographic break; a Class 3 stream also courses onsite, The
sideslopes are moderately wooded with successive growth of native overstory and groundcover;

the eastern, floodplain portion is developed as a mostly grassy golf course with stands of mature

trees. No critical areas other than the aforementioned steep slope and wetland areas lie onsite or
within close proximity, except for thç Snoquahnie River comidor on the east side of the River
Road. The surrounding area in the floodplain is mostly developed in agricultural use including
pasture and crop tillage as well as vegetable farming, with standard farm ensemble residences and

outbuildings fypical of agriculture. The sideslopes in the area, to the west of the discrete

I The decisions in this case were made by the agency under its former name, the Dcpartment of Development and

Environmental Services (DDES). We employ the cunent iteration, DPER, throughout.

l

2,

J.

4,

5

6.
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1

9.

10'

4

8,

Snoqualmie River Valley, are developed with sorne areas of semi-rural/1arge-lot suburban single-

family residential subdivisionso larger acreage homesites and vacant wooded tracts.

Applicant John Tomlinson proposes subdivision of the properly with a cluster of 18 detached

single-family residential lots and separate tracts for critical area preservation and buffering and

drainage facilities, etc. Easterly tracts in the floodplain but outside wetland critjcal areas will be

made available for agricultural usage. The cunent Tall Chief Country Club access drive (aka SE

lOth Street) is proposed as the primary access road, running due west from the River Road before

climbing out of the floodplain. At this point the primary emergency access route veers offand
climbs up the hill to the west before reaching an RV and campground area (o'Campgtound"),

while thé main plat road runs more or less due south, serving lots I through 12. At the southerly

edge of the plat, the primary road makes a hairpin turn and climbs west up the hill to serve lots 13

tlirough 18. At a "'I"' the main road heads back south for a shorl stretch, while a second

"*"rg"ncy 
route heads up and west to Aldara Ridge ("Aldarra"). The applicant has executed an

easement with offsite owners for the Campground route, and has a signed agreement to execute

an easement with the Aldarra owners (once the dust settles on exactly what access terms the

County will require).

Water service would be provided to the homesites by the Ames Lake Water Association (but not

to standard fireflow levels). Residential sanitation would be by the individual onsite septic

systems,

The natural site drainage is into tlie Snoqualmie River basin; the natural southerly subbasin of the

site drains easterly to an offsite wetland within that basin rather than into the Patterson Creek

drainage, as earlier thought.

The development drainage system for the proposed subdivision must conform to the 1998 edition

of the KingCounty Surface Water Design Manual (Manual). Initially, the Applicant proposed

directing most site development drainage directly to the Snoqualmie River, but modified the

design approach to convey drainage primarily in collection systems to drainage detention and

water quálity facilities in the northerly portion of the site (above the floodplain), for release at

flows conforming to certain standards (level 3 flow control (voluntarily offered) and basic water

quality treatment).

DPER granted a formal drainage adjustment, L12V002, subject to a number of conditions, to

permit àiversion of the naturat, southerly subbasin of the site (which drains easterly to an offsite

wetland) to be diverted to be conveyed to the proposed detention pond.

The King County Department of Transportation (KCDOT) granted a road standards variance

under fi|e L04V01 09 for cul-de-sac lengfh and emergency turnarounds, and notes the

acceptability of the emergency connectiou to the west, subject to DPER approval. The emergency

a"""ir counection will be a road in private ownership, which the variance also approves. The

variance decision denied a requested reduction ofroadside obstacle setback requirements in order

to preserve existing mature Lombardi poplars on the entrance road west from the River Road.

Before turning to specific issues on remand, we turn first to the flooding that either directly or

indirectly impacts many of the remand topics, There is no dispute that the lower portions of the

Tall Chiãf sife (not including the home sites but very much including the main access road) and

the adjacent neighborhood flood, and flood drarnatically, The River Road itself is, on average,

closed for a few days a year due to floodwater, and the main access road, at a iower elevation

than the main access, appears to flood more frequently. There was a dispute as to where and how

the arça floods. In general, the Applicants' and DPER's witnesses testified that the floods in the

area were slow moving, predictable affairs (predicted by frequently measured gauges).

Conversely, Intervenors' witnesses, specifically veteran farmers with decades of experience in

11.,

12.

13"
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14,

15.

16.

17

r8.

5

this neighborhood, testifìed that floods were less predictable, did not conelate directly with
upstream flood gauges, could change relatively quickly during a given day, and (especially at the

low point of the Tall Chief site, the wetland corridor near the toe of the hill) could move with
somè velocity. As between the two, we give more weight to the neighbors' testimony. County and

other witnesses may know more about flooding in the Snoqualmie Basin ¿n general, but as for
this specifrc sub-neighborhood, those who have to live it every day (and have for years) have a

stronger foundation for their targeted testimony, Vy'e also accept as a starting point their testimony

that, since the Snoqualmie Falls project, the flooding has been getting worse'

Neighboring and nearby property owners and residents, including Intervenors, expressed great

concern about the proposed development, with its clustering and density, not adequately

maintaining rural character. They asserted that rural character (as characterized by the

comprehensive plan in its policy declarations) mandates lesser density of development. They also

opine their concern about urban migrants to upscale rural homesites who possess value systems

and perspectives different than existing residents and not befitting the agricultural and pastoral

rural atea,

'l'he Council did not remand the rural character issueper se, but requested that we analyze

whether the proposal for residential development nearby to fanning activity had adequately

addressed the interactions that such differing uses may have on one another. We agree with the

two previous examiner's assessment of density and clustering, but depart from them as to whether

the June 2012 decision adequately addressed the impact on adjacent farming.

As to zoning, the plat is predominantly Rural Area (RA-10 with some RA-5) with a small portion

zoned Agricultural (A-35 or "Ag").At over 180 acres of RA-zoned property' the proposed

residential density would be slightly less than one dwelling unit per 10 acres for the RA portion

of the site, in conformily with the code's density provisions. Employing KCC 214'14.040's
clustering provisions, the lot sizes range from approximately 2.4 to 5,5 acres. The Applicant has

received County approval of the required farm management plan for the proposed open space

farm tracts in the eastern, flatter portion ofthe site.

KCC 214.04.060 states the purpose of the RA zone is "to provide for an area-wide long-term

rural ch¿racter and to minimize land use conflicts with nearby agricultural . . . production

districts" by, among other items, "limiting residential densities and pennitted uses to those that

are compatible with rural character and nãarby resource production districts." The Council

already determined that one residential lot per ten acres was appropriate for the majority of the

Tall Chief site and compatible with rural character and nearby resource production districts when

the Council zoned the bulk of the site RA, instead of sornething like a resource lands designation.

The dye was cast that the site could house l8 units.

When the Council adopted the clustering regulations in KCC 21A.14.04,0- especially subsection

seven, which specifically details the interplay of clustering and resource land tracts in the RA
zone * the dye was similarly cast regarding potential lot sizes and the interplay with resources

tracts. The críteria for managing such resource lands tracts could have been better flushed out by

public rules the Counfy was supposed to adopt, but the lack ofthose rules (perhaps because such

r"ror."" land designations have bçen rare enough that the County has not prioritized the required

rulemaking) cannot be held agaínst an applicant. Although, as discussed below, we give credence

to the neighbors' concerns with whether farming will actually work on the plat in the long run,

between the King Conselvation District-approved farm plan, the maxim that a preliminary plat

process is only an "approximate" exercise (leaving for the final plat stage the "all elements and

iequirements" obligation), and Applicant's farming expert's credible testimony, we conclude that
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19,'

20

21

')')

23,

6

the Applicant has generally rnet its burden at this preliminary plat phase that its clustering

proposal is feasible.'

The proposal's compliance with the development regulations related to density and clustering

puts ìhe-thumb squarely on the side of approving the plat. However, we depart from the previous

examiner's language categorizing the concerns about the plat's compatibility'ù/ith adjacent

farming as potentially being mere o'personal preferences or general fears" or pure policy concerns

beyond ourpurview. We find Intervenors' concerns weightier. While the code strongly

ciicumscribòs the range of solutions, the Intervenors concerns are something we can address, at

least to a limited extent,

In some respects, the project promotes area farming. No one countered Applicant's asseftion that

Tall Chief ii one of the lãrgei attempts to re-establish farming on Ag land previously taken out of
farming (in this case, to a golf course). The Applicant discussed the "theme" of the project as

"integrating" residential development with farming practices. The Applicant has aKing
Consãrvation-approved farm plan, each prospective homeowner would be responsible for

managing a hali-acre of farm, and the homeowners' association would have a financial incentive

to see the larger Ag tracts efficiently and effectively farmed'

We give heavy weight to the neighbors' educated concerns (in the original hearing and o1 
.

remand) that, especially given the upward trend of flood volumes and velocities on the subject

properly in recent years,larming on Tall Chief witl simply not work. Yet this is not a scenario,

*h"tr, îor examplã the Applicant gets to sell additional homes on a site in some sort of trade off
for creating farming rpacè. In that scenario, if farming efforts failed after the lots were finally
platted and sold, the Applicant would have pulled a proverbial fast one, benefiting from

àdditio¡al home sales it never should have been allowed. Instead, in reality, subsection seven of
KCC 21,14.040, which allows resource land tracts as part of clustering, is simply an alternative to

the remainder KCC 21.14.040, which allows permanent open space tracts as part of clustering' If
farming does not pan out in the long run, the County will not be left with a raw deal' It will be left

with thé permanent open space it would have had if the Applicant gone the traditional clustering

route in the first placé. Civen the imporlance of farming to the County, and the well-chronicled

problem of so much farmland being taken out of production, we are not going to deny someone

ihe opportunþ to at least take a shot at re-farming the land, nor would we peünanently write-off
farming on the Tall Chief site because it might not succeed.

Yet the tension between the established farms and a new subdivision whose residents commute

the River Road every day is palpable. Under the totality of the circumstances, we agree with
Intervenors that something more than a nebulous reference to farming in title documents is

reasonable under the circumstances. Otherwise, the first time a new buyer with an idealized

version of farming discovers that the smells wafting off the fields are not the anticipated lavendcr,

but instead the buiiness end of a coì/r', or the morning commute along the River Road is not the

pleasant carriage ride from Anne of Green Gables, but instead involves getting stuck behind a

farm truck unloading hay, the neighborhood peace will drop precipitously.

Intervenors request a required notice regarding agriculture that would show up on a would-be-

purchaser's title report and would put that would-be-purchaser on notice of this state's definition

ðf Arrning. Given the plat's agricultural components, as well as the surrounding agricultural uses,

fully apprising potential residents of what they will likely encounter moving into the

neigtrUortiood is wananted, and we incorporate it as a condition. ft \¡/ill help make the "theme" of
an integrated farming/residential development more likely to become a reality and offer fuller

disclosure to would-be purchasers. It is no paîace1 but given the established density and

2 The most pressing concerns '- whether the cluster will be adequately served by roads and on-site septic systems -
are discussed below
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24^

25.,

26i'

clustering regulations, it is the only tool in our tool kit that addresses the AglRA intersection and

provides rough propoñionality between the impact to the community and the burden to the

Applicant. Tensions undoubtedly will arise, but the state's Right-to-Farm law, putting the thumb

on farmers' side in terms of nuisance lawsuits, RCW 7.48.300-.320, provides an additional

measure of mitigation.

The Council next asked us to consider whether the proposal to construct the plat entry road (by

placing surcharge fill within the floodplain for road construction and removing such frll before

òo*¡¡én""mentof the rainy season) will result in any permanent net increase in fill within the

floodplain and, ifso, cause any adverse impacts to adjacent properties. There is no dispute that

the entry road will not result in a permanent net increase of fill within the floodplain; when

compleied, the road will have removed more fill than it added.3 But thât does not end the

discussion.

During the remand hearing, the Intervenors spent much direct testimony and cross-examination

time on the topic of whether the surcharge method would be effective and could be completed in

one season. We do not to discount the Intervenors' concerns regarding construction management

and timing issues, but given that this is the prelirninary plat review stage, where we conduct an

"approximate drawing" level of review (preliminary and conceptual but with sufficient facts

prèiented to rnake the "appropriate provisions" detenninations mandated by RCW 58.17.110), we

àgree that the Applicant has shown that the road improvernent likely can occur in conformity with

the Road Standárds and the flood hazard regulations. Per the ground rules we must play by, the

implementation in detail is left for the construction plan and final plat review stages.

Moreover, if the surcharge does not achieve compaction within the non-flood season window

suffrcient to obtain agency approval, then the risk is really to the Applicant, who would need to

remove the fill by the end of September and either figure out another method or come back the

following spring and surcharge all over again. In a worst-case scenario, where the Applicant is

slow removing the surcharge in September and the flooding season starts particularly early that

year, there 
"ould 

be a negative impact to adjacent property owners. On remand, the Applicant has

iatisfied this concern by agreeing to post a bond that would allow the County to quickly come in

(if the Applicant appears unable or unwilling to remove the surcharge before the beginning of the

flood season) and remedy the situation.

As to the amount of the bond, the Intervenors requested 200Vo, and the Applicant asserted that

130% was reasonable. The standard rule for overtime is time-and-a-half. And in the scenario

where the County has to remove the fill, it will by definition be under an extremely tight tirne

frame, an overtime-type scenario. Thus, a bond for 150% of the normal cost seems the right

amount to fully satisfu the surcharge concern. The Applicant will need to provide a geotech report

by September 3 (the day after Labor Day) demonstrating that the surcharge will be removed by

September 30. By September 9, the County will review and inspect. If the County determines that

thé Applicant will not be able to comply with the September 30 deadline, the County can step in,

invoke the bond, and remove the surcharge.*

a1

' The Intervenors never asserted that there would be net fill; their original appeal was that no fill was allowed. The

Council did not remand this legal definition question, and thc original examiner conclusion (that no r¡et fill is the

standard) remains unchanged.
a The parties submitted corffnents on the surcharge condition on March 28,2013. We comment briefly. First, DPER

soughi to remove the final paragraph about invoking the bond, stating that it might limit DPER's ability to react' We

wiliclarify that this provision ii in addition to any other authority the County would have to remove the fill' With

this new condition in place, the need to micromanage the front end of the construction process, like how long before

starting the process inthe spring the Applicant should meet or how many early reports the Applicant must submit,

disappãars. Again, with the-end game in place (that the Applicant will need to present a plan by September 3 for

."-ôuing the filt Uy September 30, whether or not it has achieved compaction, and that the County will perform the
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28, The Intervenors cited an additional concem with constructing the main access road, namely the
possible long term impact to adjacent properfy owners from permanently adding fill along the toe

of the slope. As we understand Intervenors' witness testimony, even if there is no net fill
remaining when road construction is complete (i.e.,the road, on average, will be lower than
where it started), the "add fill" side of the leger is concentrated at the toe of the slope, near the
low spot of the subject propefly, where flood waters typically flow first and fastest. We find the

concern credible, although we also found credible Applicant's project manager's testimony that
by removing so much more fill than they will be placing, any localized increase in flooding from
raising the toe likely would quickly be over-compensated by the new, lowered roadway sections.

29., But that is not a battle of the experts, or at least this is not the place in the plat seguence for that
battle. Once again, the point in the process the code (for good or bad) provides forwhen an

applicant must produce the full level of detail and DPER (andlor DNRP or another agency, for
aspects impacting the floodplain) must drill down and analyze things like final engineering plans

is later in the process. For purposes of our prelirninary-plat level review today, we conclude that
the Applicant has met its burden of showing feasibility. We can add a condition ensuring (or
doubly ensuring, since it apparently would be reviewed anyway) that the impact from adding fill
at that location in the floodplain is studied prior to final approval, but we cannot deny preliminary
plat approval based even on Intervenors' well-articulated concerns.

30* The nsxt remand issue involved the adequacy and achievability of establishing an emergency
access route to the residential lots ofthe plat during floods, and the safety ofstudent
hansportation to and from school during major flood events.

31,0 As discussed above, Tall Chief has arranged for two emergency access routes up and over the
hill. The northerly route through the Campground is the primary emergency access route. The
southerly route, to be used in the event both the main access route and the Campground route are

impassable (or at any time, if school children need to reach the emergency bus stop), is through
Aldarua.'Among the amended conditions coming out of this remand, the entrance of both

emergency access routes will be gated, with passcodes for homeowners, emergency numbers for
non-residents, and a default to the "open" position in case of a power outage.

32,, The City of Snoqualmie's Fire Chief and Emergency Management Director, reviewed the plans

for the alternate emergency access and stated that (once completed) such emergency access

would be "very much adequate" for emergency vehicles and for plat residents in times of
emergency. The Snoqualmie Valley School District's Transportation Supervisor saw no unique
challenges to Tall Chiet nothing the School District had not encountered before. I-Ie stated that
while a mile walk is the District's standard for everyday walking distance from a bus stop, a walk
of up to two miles is acceptable in an alternative-route situation.

33,+' Thc Applicant has ananged for emergency school bus pickup for Tall Chief children up the hill at

the end of one of the emergency access routes, obviating the need (in flood conditions) to cross

any flood-prone areas to get between the homes and the em€rgency pickup. lntervenors'
witnesses testified that such emergency access routes would be unsafe for a young child to walk
alone, due to distance, predators, darkness, and grade. We largely accept that testimony.

removal, at a steep price, if the Applicant cannot), the risk of the Applicant not having all its ducks in a row before

or during early phases of construction begins remains squarely on the Applicant.
t Tall Chiefs March26,2009,"Agreement to Grant Emergency Access Easement" with the Aldana Ridge
Homeowners Association and Patterson Creek Preserve,LLC, provides Tall Chief with emergency access over
Aldarra, and Aldarra emergençy access over Tall Chief. It states that "best efforts" should be made not to use such

routes "unless other means ofingress and egress are impassible," although recognizing that flre trucks, aid cars and

other emergency response vehicles would not be restricted, A later letter from Aldarra confirms that children could
walk the Aldarra route to reach the bus stop regardless of the passability of the Campground route.

I
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34,

35"

36.
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However, we also accept the testimony of the School District and of Snoqualmie's Emergency

Management Director that in flood-type situations, parents drive more and make altemative
arrangements for their children's transportation. It seems against all reason that a parent who

would care enough and be awaÍe enough to confirm that on a given day the flooding is polentially

so bad that the school bus will pick up/drop off kids at the emergency location, would then leavc

a young child to his or her own devices to walk alone, in flood conditions, a mile or more up or
down a hill, potentially in the dark. That not only seems bi-polar, it assumes a level of parental

neglect we cannot attribute to future residents. It could theoretically happen, but relatively
speaking, we are not nearly as ulleasy with the scenario when everyone in the plat knows to use,

and does use, the emergency access routes, as we are about the flood-related risks described
below.

After listening to the neighbors' testimony, our more pressing concern is ensuring that children
use (and as discussed later, adults), know to (and do) use those emergency access routes in times

of flood. The neighbors described a no-man's land situation of uncertainty and micro changes

within the valley related to floods that do not necessarily corelate directly with a single flood
gauge, of floodwaters flowing south (against the usual grain) at the toe of the Tall Chief hill, and

of a situation changing during a given clay that might strand individuals, particularly children, on

the other side of flood waters from their homes. And while the School District described the

lengths it goes to ensure that the roads are safc for its buses - or whether an alternative route is
necessary - the School District clarifìed that it could ensure the safety of school children between

the bus stop and school, but not between the bus stop and a child's home.

On remand, the Applicant proposed the regular (non-emergency) bus stop for approximately the

mid-point of the main access entry road, thus on the other side (from the residents) of the toe of
the slope. This would have required school children to cross the low spot of Tall Chief, where

flood waters typically flow first and fastest, to reach or return from the bus stop. V/e found it a
realistic fear (more serious than the one discussed two paragraphs above) that on a given day the

School District could determine that its access to the bus stop u/as adequate, yet dangerous flood
conditions could exist for children between their houses and that bus stop. In addition, while
Applicant and DPER witnesses testified about the variety of ways they had to alert residents

about potential flooding conditions and changes in school pick up, it seems reasonably

foreseeable that some parent would not (on a given day) get the word that the school had changed

the pickup to the emergettcy route, and would send a child to the normal pickup spot,

necessitating a short but potentially perilous walk across the low-lying toe area. Similarly, a bus

returning the students after school might drop off the children at a dry bus stop, leaving the

children to have to cross what could be a flooded toe.

In response to our concern, the Applicant reanalyzed the situation, conferred with the School

Dishict, and confirmed that it would be feasible to place the regular bus stop out of the

floodplain, on the houses side of the toe. Thus, there would be no low-lyingarea for children to

walk across to or from the bus stop. That satisftes the school safety concem. If the School District

- with its decades of experience navigating flooding and other inclement weather situations - can

get its bus safely to the bus stop, the children can make it safely to and from school. And even in

the scenario where a parent or child does not get the message that the pickup location has

changed, the child may be left rvaiting at the regular bus stop, but he and she will be waiting high

and relatively dry, with no intervening, flood-prone areas to navigate. With our amended

condition requiring that the bus stop be located on the homes' side of the flood-ptone area, we

conclude the Applicant has met its duty regarding safe school transportation'

That still leaves a concern about adult safety (or perhaps adults who may be driving with
children) during flood situations. Beyond the specific focus on school transportation issues, the

Council requested that we analyze whether risks to the health and safety of future plat residents

from construction of an access road through the floodplain (and more generally, the flooding risks

J/,
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to the residents ofthe proposed plat) have been adequately addressed. There is no dispute that, in

a given flood season, the main access road and even the River Road may be unsafe to traverse for
several days. Applicant and DPER witnesses testified about their efforts to notifo residents of
dangers and closed roads, including all the list serves, tex-t notices, and other resourccs available

in this electronic agp. And the Applicant is agreeing to (and we are making it a condition that it)
install flood warning signs and staff gauges at the low point of the main access road. Still, we find
credible the neighbors'testimony regarding flood dangers within thc valley, of even seasoned

farmers making bad choices on valley roads and taking risks they should not have. Given that

those with extensive knowledge and experience dealing with such floods testified to poor

decision-making that got them or others in the community into trouble, no amount of prevention

or waming can insure that future plat residents will not endanger themselves trying to access the

plat via the main road (instead of via the available emergency routes) when flood conditions
should counsel elsewise. There will undeniably be some component of risk to plat residents from

an access road prone to flooding.

Section .120 of the state subdivision code, RCW 58.17, provides that:

The city, town, or county legislative body shall consider the physical

characteristics of a proposed subdivision site and may disapprove a proposed plat

because of flood, inundation, or s\ilamp conditions. Construction of protective
improvements may be required as a condition of approval, and such improvements

shall be noted on the final plat.

No plat shall be approved by any city, town, or county legislative authority
covering any land situated in a flood control zone as provided in chapter 86.16

RCW without the prior written approval of the department of ecology of the state

of lù/ashington.

Intervenors argue that this provides a basis for denying the prelimin ary plat. Intervenors and

DPER that this section has been effcctively repealed. We agree with DPER and Applicants as to

the second paragraph. The Department of Ecology has many dutieso presurnably including

approvals for construction of certain components of the eventually-built plat, But it no longer

appears to have that role in approving or disapproving a preliminary platper se in a flood control

zone. We will send a copy of this decision to Ecology, to the extent Ecology believes its powers

are otherwise and wants to weigh in during the appeal periocl. In the interim, we will not hold up

the process by requiring the Applicant to obtain an approval from a source that likely no longer

has authority to issue it,

Yet subsequent state law changes do not obviously render obsolete RCW 58,17.120's first
paragraph, the requirement that the county legislative body "shall" consider physical conditions

in weighing a preliminary plat application, and the state-sanctioned authority for that legislative
body to disapprove a proposed plat on the basis of flooding. 'l'hus we agree with Interverors that

we have a duty to consider the interplay of the physical characteristics of the site and flooding
and the authority (if we found that the facts and circumstances warrant) to deny the application,

or at least to deny an application utilizing flood-prone SE 1Oth Street as tlie prirnary access route.

Reviewing the evidence, we cannot conclude that such a denial, or a denial with SE lOth Street as

the main access road, is warranted. In general, we found DPER and Applicant witnesses'

testimony about the great lengths they go to warn residents of flooding to be comprehensive. And
potentialplat residents would be significantly better positioned than most others in ths

neighborhood. The plat has not one, but two emergency access routes where residents can avoid

the floodplain and leave or return to their homes. Thus, the decision a plat resident has in a flood

situation is whether to drive the longer way around to reach home or the outside world vs.

chancing a road with floodwaters running across it. It is not the far more wrenching dilernma

41,
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most of the neighbors face of whether to be stuck at home (perhaps for days) or worse, be stuck

avvay front home (perhaps with dependents waiting at home) vs. chancing a road with floodwaters

running across it.

42. That does not mean that no future plat residents will make poor decisions and risk floodwaters to

avoid a longer trip. But we cannot conclude that the choice facing plat residents here is the same

one the neighbors describe, nor that, under the circumstances, is it reasonable to deny the

application or deny the application with SE 1Oth Street as the primary access route. Between the

flood gauge the Applicant will install at the low point of SE l0'n Street and the extensive flood

warning notification systems DPER and Applicant witnesses testified to - notice of which is a

condition of this approval - the dual emergency access routes, and other factors Snoqualmie's

Emergency Management Director opined were steps "above and beyond" what he would expect

regarding public safety, we conclude that the risks to the health and safety offuture plat residents

from construction ofan access road through the floodplain have been adequately addressed.

4J. That leads directly to the next issue the Council asked us to address, namely why not make one of
the emergency access routes the primary access route?

44. As to the technical/physical feasibility of transforming an emergency road to a primary access

road, the Applicant's project manager pointed to the challenging topography of the Campground

road, being adjacent to sensitive areas on either side ofthe roadway and facing steep slopes. The

Applicant had to receive variances just to meet minor access variances for width and slope, and

he did not think the Campground could comply with the Road Standards if it had to upgrade all

the way to a main, everyday access road.

45, The point person for the Applicant's efforts to secure access through neighboring properties

described the Campground road as primitive by design, with a gravel service road not set up for
nor ever intended for daily commuting. He opined that re-routing normal Plat traffic through
there would be inconsistent both with the road and wìth camping. I{e did not think it likely that

the Campground owners would allow everyday access, as cars coming through on a regular basis

would be inconsistent with carnping. (This seems particularly true during the summer season,

when camping is at its peak and flood concems are at their lowest.) As to the gated community of
Aldarra, he described the Aldana owners as very, very reluctant, to provide even emergency 

.,

access to Tall Chief, willing only if the Campground emergency access route (let alone SE 10"'

Street) was not accessible and the road was kept to a minimum.o He opined that obtaining the

consent required from Aldarra would be "almost impossible'"

46. Intervenors, however, pointed to a 2006 easement agreement between Tall Chief and Aldarra that,

at a cost to Tall Chief of $ 1 00,000, expanded an early agreement to provide access to four Tall
Chief lots to six Tall Chief lots. The Applicant aftempted to counter this, stating that at the time of
earlier agreements there were not houses yet at Aldarra Ridge (and thus Aldana was not so

reticent to grant Tall Chief easements) and that at the time of the 2006 agreement, the grantors

were actually angling to purchase those six Tall Chief lots.

47, Yet at some point, almost everyone has their price. If Tall Chief woulcl throw enough money at

either Aldara or the Campground, it seems likely that either or both would frnd it in their hearts

to sell Tall Chief the necessary legal access. A requirement that forced Tall Chief to obtain

primary access over the Campground or Aldarra would give those parties enormous bargaining

leverage (more than they had when they exacted $50,000/lot for access rights), holding Tall Chief

6 The exact wording from the March 26, 2009, "Agreement to Grant Emergency Access Easement" on these issues

was that Tall Chief would not use the Aldana route "except when both the Main Road and the fCampground]
Emergency Access Road are impassible" ancl that the Aldana route would be "improved only to the minimum ìevel

required by King County or other governmental authorify."
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firmly over a barrel. And that would not evon be the only - or necessarily even the predominant -
cost such a re-routing would cost, There would'be a long distance via either route to bring up to

main access route standards - assuming they even could be brought up to the more robust Road

Standard requirements for primary (versus emergency) access. If this project were something of
the magnitude of a Redmond Ridge East, such an expenditure might be absorbable. An eighteen-

lot subdivision is not on the same footing.

In sum, given the above, as well as our flrndings about safety and our added requirement requiring
full disclosure to would-be-purchasers about âll that farming entails, we cannot conclude that

requiring the Applicant to go back to the drawing board and attempt to force a main access road

up and over the hill is reasonable. The State and County standard is whether the Applicant has

made o'appropriate provisions," not whether it has made the ones that we would choose if wc
ruled the world. Even if flooding is predicted to worsen, for the overwhelming majority of any

given year SE 1Oth Street will be completely passable. We might prefer that the Applicant avoid
the River Road and lnake one of the emergency access roads the primary access road, but under

the circumstances, we find insufficient justification to force it to do so.

In addition to flooding-related risks to plat residents discussed above, and risks to plat and non-

plat residents specifically related to construction of the access road, the Council tasked us with
inquiring more generally into potential flooding hazards associated with debris and runoff from

new development, especially any increased flooding risks to adjacent ancl nearby farms resulting
from plat development. Specifically with relation to the Intervenors Keller, whose property abuts

the site in the southeastern portion, the questions include whether plat development will create

adverse hydrological impacts, will result in the diversion of drainage flows toward the Keller
properly, and (if so) will create adverse impacts.

We start with the later portion of the preceding paragraph. The Kellers expressed concem, both

during the original examiner hearing and on remand, about the proposal for the downslope
portions of the abutting and nearby lots to have their development drainage infiltrate into the soil,

fearing that such drainage infiltration will cause adverse drainage impacts (greater inundation
and/or of more duration, of concern for tillage viability) on their property.

The original examiner noted that in many areas there are intervening wetlands (which naturally
retard discharge) between the lots and Intervenors' adjacent active farm fields, and, more

critically, that the development's drainage provisions must still meet the Manual's standards,

including release rates, The original examiner found no factual justification and no legal authority
to require measures above and beyond the express, detailed, applicable Manual standards which
were promulgated under express authority granted by the Count¡i's legislative authority and

constitutes a GMA development regulation. Vy'e agree generally with previous examiner's
assessment of the situation. But the question deserves additional analysis, and we add some

additional conditions.

For the lots whose dispersal is downhill of the formal flow control facilities proposed for the

other lots, the Applicant proposes to meet the Manual by employing exemption 5 of 5.2.1.'s Best

Management Practices (BMPs) in-lieu-of Facilities, namely forested open space. This generally

means designating 65%o of the lots as forested open space. The Applicant provided preliminary
plans showing how, conceptually, a building envelop could be developed that would meet the

forested open-space rules. Intervenors take exception to this on several grounds, and request that

we eliminate these lots.

First, Intervenors assert that all the forested open space must be downslope of the roadways and

buildings. Manual5.2.1, numbered paragraph 3, states that "open space areas must be located

downslope of roadways and building sites." Intervenors read that as meaning "ALL open space

areas must be located downslope of roadways and building sites," while DPER and the Applicant

53,
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asseú it means "SOME open space areas must be located downslope of roadways and building

sites." We find the wording ambiguous, which would be in DPER'slavor, given our duty to

accord an agency interpretation"greatdeference" in such scenarios.T In addition, C,2.2. inthe
Manual's appendix, "Native Growth Open Space BMPs," numbered paragraph 4, states that, "If
feasible, the open spaco should be located downslope from the building sites, since flow control

and water quaiity is enhanced by flow dispersion through duff, undisturbed soils, and native

vegetation.;' Thãt sentence - especially the "if feasible" and the "should" versus "shall" - would

be inconsistent with a requiremertT. that all open space must be located downslope.

54. Moreover, a requirement that all the open space be located downslope would make a particularly

poor choìce for these specific lots. As best illustrated in Intervenors' Exhibit 98, the upper portion

òf the relevant lots are presently forested areas, while the lower areas are fairway' As discussed

directly below, Intervenors challenge (and not without reason) whether reforested fairway areas

should be allowed to count as forested open space, Shoving the entire building envelope to the

highest portion of the property would mean wiping out more of the pre-existing forest that is

perttuprìtre most beneficial (water-flow-wise) pottion of each site. It would also run into the

iunguäg. of Appendix C.2,2.,numbered paragraph 5, that all existing trees (with exceptions) shall

be ietained.s Aóhieving an optimal forest open space for these lots likely involves some mix of
upslope forest retention and dorvnslope forest replanting.

55n Second, Intervenors challenge whether the golffairway areas can even be reforested such that

they can count as forested open space, Manual C.2.2., paragraph 5, explicitly contemplates re-

forãstation, noting that an owner of an illegally cleared area may submit a restoration plan and

then havs that restored area count as forested open space. Intervenors argue that this allowance is

only for owners of ittegalty cleared land and that the same allowance is not to be afforded owners

af a tegalty cleared urrã. Thut would create a perverse incentive that seems diametrically opposed

to how the Code typically handles culpable versus non-culpable owners, namely providing more

leeway to non-culpàblc owners.e-$uch:a statuto-fy.ççT¡struetion wortld create the type of absurd

result we are cautioned to avoid.lo Âs ÞFEfi,':s CIanagi*gengineer uoted, DPER "prefers" native

vegetation, but re-vegetation does not eliminatefcire$te4apen'sþ*ce as an option.i'

56. Third, Intervenors challenge whether ground that has been previously disturbed * mostly the

areas previously converted to a golfcourse fairway - can count as forested open space. The

Manuãl contains no direct prohibition, although paragraph i (discussing the dispersion benefit of
"duff undisturbed soils and native vegetation"), as well as C.2.2. in the Manual's appendix's

paragraph 4 (which notes the precept that "flow control and water qualþ is enhanced by flow

'--'il

7 Overlake Hosp. Ass'n v. Dept. of Heatth of State of Wash., l?0 Wn.2d 43, 56,239 P.3d' 1095 (2010).
t There is no absolute prohibition against additional clearing, as numbered paragraph I explains, only against

additional clearing thai results in eiceeding the maximum clearing amounts (in this case,35o/o). Number paragraph

5, and foolnote 2 õf numbered paragraph 2, expressly approve of developing a Forest Management Plan for a lot'

And Forest Management Plans typically involve harvesting, followed by a replanting plan. If the Manual had

designed forested open spacc to'be only "native forest, never to be cut," it would not seem consistent to direct

someone to the Forest Management Plan process.
e See, e.g.,KCC 23.02.010 (ruhile "remeãiate" generally means restoring a site to the condition that "existed whcn

the viola=tion occuryed," for innocent owners "remediate" means only restoring a site to a condition that "does not

pose a probable threat"); KCC 23.02.130 (a property owner responsible for code compliance is fully responsible,

while a properfy owner affirmativeìy demonstrating that the action was taken without his or her knowledge or

consentls'iesponsible only for bringing the property into compliance to the extent reasonably feasible under the

circumstances;¡; fCC 23 36.A30 ("Strict compliance with permit requirements may be waived regarding the

performance of such an abatement in order to avoid doing substantial injustice to a non-culpable property owner.").
to L re Parentage of'J.M.K.,155 Wn.2d 373,387,1 19 P.3d 840 (2005).
rr Foolnote t to 3.2.1. about "nahlrally non-forested (e.g., meadows)" seems to be getting at something else, namely

areas that would not need any re-forestation to qualif,. That is not relevant to whether a normal, deforested area

could be replanted to count as forested open space'
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dispersion through dufi undisturbed soils, and native vegetation") clarify that undisturbed areas

arapreferable, The Applicant's geotech opined that the fairways were in relatively good shape

already, but that there may be a need to till/augrnent in the fairway area prior to re-vegetating'

DPER's engineer confirmed that DPER considers the golf course non-native, requiring

e¡hancement and soil amendment. We find no prohibition against augmenting the golf course

area, then replanting it, and counting the result toward the forested open space total.

But the combination of all those elements gives us pause. The need for soil augmentation and

replanting of downslope area when the Manual puts a premium on o'undisturbed soils." The need

for those re-forested areas to mature before they deliver all the benefits of a mature forest. The

not insignificant percentage of open space located upslope of the building envelop, when the

Manual puts a premium on open space located downslope. The existing forested area to be

cleared for the building sites, when the Manual states that trees within the forested open space at

the tirne of permit application need to be retained. We conolude these are not the type of lots the

Manual's drafters likely had in mind when they concluded that 65Yo forested open space would

generally be a suitable alternative to formal flow control facilities.

As such, some margin of safety should to be factored in to ensure that these lots achieve the

equivalent benefits a traditional lot meeting The 65% rule would achieve. To a certain extent, the

Applicant is already offering that compensation fiom other lots, volunteeritrg to place the 650/o

forested open space requirement on all lofs, even those lots for which it proposes formal flow
control iand thus where forest open space is not even a requirement). The extra benefit from those

lots offers to the water balance canlìot be overlooked. But it is not necessarily an apples to apples

comparison. If, for example, more water (than in a pre-project condition) is flowing to the Kellors

from the lots abutting their property, it may be small consolation that other areas of Tall Chief
may be sending less water (than in a pre-project condition) in other directions. We conclude that

an additional 5% (bringing the open space to 70%) should be a condition of approval for those

lots relying only forested open space as an alternative to formal flow control.

Even with this enhanced condition, the burden will be on the Applicant to show that a

combination of cutting some (but not all) of the upslope present forest, soil augmentation and

replanting of the downslope areas, and restrictions on the building envelope for the lots relying on

forested open space, cumulatively provides the necessary flow control. As discussed below, there

is no guarantee that the Applicant will successfully meet all the drainage requirements for those

lots prior to final plat approvalo or that it will not lose some of the lots if it cannot make this

showing (a condition we add). But at thispreliminary plat approval stage, the Applicant has met

its burden to enable it to move towards final plat approval.

DPER proposes extending the time for ensuring compliance with the forested open space

provisions to even beyond final plat stage, namely to when a lot owner would come in for a

building permit. DPER's rationale has logic, avoiding a premature assessment of where precisely

open space should be on a given lot prior to learning (from a building permit application) about

the spJcific size and location of the house, driveway, and septic fields, etc. We do not doubt that

the building permit process allows DPER to fine tune the best configuration. But Intervenors

strenuously objected to extend the time for establishing the forested open space to beyond final
plat approval, and we agree with Intervenors. First, Manual 5.2.1 ., numbered patagtaph2,

iequires the forested open space must be shown "in the final recording plan for plats"; unlike the

forested open space issucs discussed above, there is no ambiguity. Second, if a lot is finally
platted, it can be sold, and the cost ofneeding to go through an expensive forested open space

ãnalysis/building plan adjustment might be borne by a hapless, individual lot purchaser, instead

ofa seasoned developer that has already spent years studying the issue on these proposed lots.

Third, any government is - and should be - far more reticent to deny a building permit on a lot

than it is to deny a subdivider one lot out of many. Looking to regulatory takings law, in the
61.
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scenario where, prior to final plat review stage, DPER reviewed the situation, determined that a

given lot or even a few lots would not work drainage-wise, and required'tall Chief to reduce the

subdivision by a few lots, the County might face a relatively easy-to-defend-against Penn Central

suit.]2 The economic impact prong of the Penn Cental analysis would look at the diminution of
the parcel-as-a-whole, meaning the entire Tall Chief subdivision. Comparing the diminution in
value of a, say, fifteen-lot subdivision with an eighteen-lot subdivision would nowhere nearly

approach the threshold where the County would need to pay compensätion. Understanding its

relatively strong litigation position, DPER likely would not feel forced to accept a questionable

drainage outcome on a given parcel.

But that situation may reverse once the lots are finally platted, especially if a lot is sold off to an

arms-length purchaser. Now the parcel-as-whole might be an individual lot itself. And it DPER

reviewed the building application and determined that building on that lot would not work
drainage-wise, and it denied a building permit entirely, it might face not a Penn Central takings

claim but a Lucas claim.l3 In that scenario, to avoid compensation the burden would be an uphill
one for the County to show that the proposed development amounted to something like a

common law nuisance.ra Understanding its significantly weaker litigation position, DPER likely
would feel forced to accept a questionable drainage outcome on a given parcel or parcels.

Thus, there is more protection to both the Intervenors and to the County by requiring specific
proof that (and exactly how) building on a lot will work, drainage-wise, prior to final plat

approval. A lot owner might be able to get some sorl of adjustment ât the building permit

application stage, but by the final plat stage the Applicant will need to prove that atleast some

workable building envelope configuration has been reviewed and determined to be feasible, a

default blueprint a would-be builder can follow.

'I'urning to the other drainage-related questions the Council tasked us with reviewing, if there was

one overarching theme of argument and testimony for the remand hearing, it was that Intervenors

presented problems and concerns with the Applicant's plans, as they have evolved at this stage in

the plat process (the prelimin ary plat phase), while the Applicant (to a certain extent) and DPER
(to a greater extent) agreed that those were issues that would need to be addressed, but countered

that the time for that fine-tooth combing was not at the preliminary plat stage but later in the

process. We agree with the Applicant and DPER, not because it satislies us that much of the

analysis is left for a later day and likely beyond our review, but because that is how the County

has chosen to structure the plat process. In addition to the forested open space conditions
discussed above, we do add some additional, drainage-related conditiorts, below.

On remand, we consider slope stability and the potential that landslides could lead to erosion and

runoff of water or sediment onto adjacent properties, The Applicant's geotech opined that the risk

of slides was maybe moderate in specific locations (to which he offered some adjusted

conditions), but overall low, and that building setbacks (from slope edges) in the preliminary plat

were very adequate. Intervenors' geotech explained in credible detail his rationale for predicting a

"moderate" landslide likelihood, noting that it would depend how much excavating or filling was

ultimately undertaken. Interyenors' chief expert pointed to the excavation of a detention pond

reasonabiy close to bottom of a steep slope,r5 as well as cuts and fills for the roadway further up

the hill, as souróes oftrouble. V/e do not discount Intervenors' concerns. Yet, as DPER noted, the

65",

t2 PennCentral TransportøtionCo. v. New YorkCíty,438 U.S. 104 (1978).
t3 Lucas v. South Carolina Coqstal Council,505 U.S. 1003 (1992).
t4 If DPER, ilstead of denying a building permit, offered a substantially reduced footprint, then the takings issue

would be a Penn Central one instead oî a Lucas one, but a more robust Penn Cenlral claim than in the eighteen lot

vs, fifteen lot scenario described above.
t5 The Applicant's geotech countered that the area above the pond was a 2:1 ratio, the default/recommended slope in

the Manual for ponds.
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specific engineering solutions to those issues are not due at the preliminary plat stage; the

Applicant will need to provide them, and DPER will need to fully evaluate the situation, but at a

later phase. We cannot conclude that the potential slope issues are so technically challenging or

insurmountable that, at this preliminary plat phase, we should prevent the Applicant from moving

forward.

66, Next we tum to the on-site septic systems that will provide sanitation to each of the proposed

residences. The septic analysis entails a volume component and a steep slope component.

67. Intervenors' geotech and chiefexpert both asserted that exfiltration from the septic tanks should

be calculated into the flows going to the pond. Applicant's project manager did not include

exfrltration from the septic drainfields in the flow control model; he opined (without dissent) that

such exfiltration from a septic system would only amount to 3% of the annual rainwater falling on

top of that same drainfield area, and thus the septic flows were minimal. Still, we agree with
Intervenors that if the septic systems add to the groundw ate¡ and if groundwater could potentially

displace pond water and reduce the system's ability to handle stormwater, septic exfiltration
should be included in the equation. DPER's managing engineer agreed that if septic adds to the

groundwater, the Applicant would need to address this. We include a condition to this effect.

68. The concern that some of the drainfields could be too close to steep slopes is a legitirnate one but

one premature at this preliminary plat stage. The Applicant will need to design the building
envelopes/forested open space areas to accommodate drainfields, and the l{ealth Code requires

drainfield setbacks from steep slopes and from the pond. There is no lot anyone testified simply

could not accommodate a fully-functioning drainfield, only that some of the sketches the

Applicant provided that roughed'in a conceptual layout of the lots seemed troublesome, We add a

condition that if the Applicant cannot frnd a way to meet the requirements on a given lot, it may

lose the lot prior to final plat recording. But it should not lose them now'

69, Turning to groundwater, Intervenors' chief expert described why the groundwater test pit the' 
Applicant used once to measure groundwater was inadequate and how excess groundwater could

fill in the pond, displace stormwater detention, and reduce the pond's capacity to handle

stonnwator surges, The parties disputed the magnitude of the groundwater concern, but we

concur that, especially given the location ofthe pond and because the proposed French drain

would have a large area to potentially pick up groundwater from, groundwater should be included

in the analysis. DPER indicated this groundwater analysis would be required, but we agree with
Intervenors that measuring groundwater in any one given year might not capture an accurate

picture. tü/e add a condition that groundwater should be measured over the course of two years

during pond construction, and, more broadly, that groundwater should be assessed in modeling

the drainage system (to the extent it might not otherwise be).

70; That does not eliminate the drainage-related and pond-specific concerns entirely. Although there

was conflicting testimony as to how susceptible to breakdown and how easily repaired the

drainage system would be, we found Intervenors' chief export's concern that problems with the

system could arise that would not have an obvious resolution (problems that would not arise until
after the subdivision was built out) a legitimate one. It certainly makes us uncomfortable that

problems could crop up after the County had accepted the system into public responsibility and

after the bonds on a project would be released, leaving the County to foot the bill for a difficult-
to-achieve fix. But that is not a problem unique to this site, and the acceptance/bond system is

what it is. It is not something we can re-create.

71. Specifically with regard to the Kellers, Applicant's witnesses noted that they plan to intercept

sorne of the drainage curently (in the pre-build scenario) flowing downhill to the Kellers and

divet it away from the Kellers, The Applicant's project manager opined that there would likely

be slightly less water coming down to the Kellers than in the pre-build scenario. The Applicant's
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'74.

75.

76.
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water engineer testified that impacts to wetland hydrology and to the Kellers would be minimal,

given the-low effective impervious area of the Tall Chief proposal; using his model and the

iroject manager's, he conóluded that, especially given the Level 3 flow control system, runoff

post development would likely closely match pre-project condjtions. That is not definitive, and

ihe devil mây be in the details of later engineering, but it is sufficient for preliminary plat

purposes.

On the final day of re-hearing DPER offered to change the original condition 7 j, which had

recommended a flow splitter to send part of the water to Wetland A (closer to the Kellers) and

part to Wetland D (diréctly adjacent io the storm pond and furthel away from the Kellers). The

new condition would disc[arge all the pond water to Wetland D. Intervenors agreed. This would

tend to further lessen the potential for negative hydrological impacts to the Kellers. We

incorporate the change.

Although there was some dispute as to the import of maintaining all of the culverts (especially

those oã the relatively flat goif course fairway), there was no dispute that proper culvert

maintenance would assist the drainage picture. As we understand the testimony, there are two

types of culverts, those that will be part of the formal drainage facilities the County will assume

permanent responsibility to maintain, and culverts that are not. For this latter category, the

culverts will, in the long run, be the homeowners' association's (not the County's) responsibility.

It was the second g.oup, involving the culverts in the wetlands/fairway area, which sparked the

controversy.

The parties argued at length over the need for, and language of, a potential condition related to

the wetland/faìrway areaiulverts. The testimony was not precisely clear, but the issue appears to

have two phases. In the short run, the Applicant should have the responsibility to insure (or make

corrections to insure) the culverts start out the life of tlie subdivision in working order' In the

longer run, maintenance will be the homeowners' association's responsibility' It is not obvious

where to draw that short run/long run line, but we will set it at the time there is a functioning

homeowners' association. We wìll add a condition to this effect, and provide DPER flexibility to

change the responsibility handoff date if it concludes there is a more appropriate time in the

process.

The frnal drainage component involves a dispute over modeling flows downstream from the

detention pond. It *u, ån" of the few technical areas where DPER disagreed with Intervenors that

more analysis would be required at later stages of the process. However, as we understand the

downstream issue, there ar" t*o components, one of which does not require mOdeling-, one of
which does. As we understand the Mànual, the very concept with a Level 3 drainage facility is

that it completely mitigates downstream impacts, thus eliminating the need for a detailed

downstream analysis. ihe Applicant will néed to show that its facility meets the Level 3 standard,

but if it does, by äefinition thére is no need for more downstream analysis' Conversely, as

discussed abovã, the Applican t will need to perform a downstream analysis on flood flows if it
permalently adás fill in ihe floodplain that raises the road at the toe of the slope; thus the

possibility ihat road fill could 
".eàte 

u dam with deleterious effects will be analyzed'

Summarizing the drainage issues, the above is not to say that the Applicant will, prior^to fTnal plat

approval, suõcessfully nieet all the drainage requirements for the entire project. And if it cannot, it

càn and should lose some of the lots, or at least lose the ability to have the lots in its chosen

configuration. We have added a specific condition to that effect, that lack of compliance with

drainãge requirements (includingìrosion) oomay result in reducing the number of lots (and/or

requirãa chänge to the ìocation óf thr lots) shown on the preliminary approved pla1." But as for

this preliminary plat approval stage, we conclude that the Applicant has shown sufficient

teasiUitity to rnove forward. lt would be inappropriate to deny the current preliminary plat
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application or to reduce lots now, prior to the time in the process for the Applicant to prove full,
technical compliance.

77, Wrapping up our overall assessment of this preliminary plat, we find that the Applicant has made

appropriate provisions for the public health, safety, and general welfare and for such open spaces,

drainage ways, streets or roads, alleys, other public ways, transit stops, potable water supplies,

sanitary wastes, parks and recreation, playgrounds, schools and school grounds and all other

relevant facts, including sidewalks and other planning features that assure safe walking conditions

for students who only walk to and from school, and that the plat and dedications will serve the

public use and interest. The key term here is "appropriate provisions," not "optimal provisions,"

And with the amended and stricter conditions we place on the plat today, we find the Applicant
has met the standard to proceed to the next phase.

78. Finally, there are two additional findings the original examiner made that were not part of the

remand hearing and that, for completeness sake, we simply re-list directly below, without
amendment,

79' The development was reviewed under the standard traffic impact reviews set forlh in Title 14

KCC. No intersection improvements or imposition of Mitigation Payment System (MPS) fees are

required. (The development will generate less traffic than was projected for the existing golf
course development, and thus presents no net traffic increase and thus no nexus ofadverse traffic
impacts.)

Under the Shoreline Management Act and the County's implementing Shoreline Management

Master Program, the shoreline environment designation of the property is Conservancy. A
Shoreline Management Substantial Development Permit is required for the access road

reconstruction and construction ofcertain drainage facilities, due to their location in the

Snoqualmie River floodplain, and is an application component of this proceeding. The proposal

has bccn analyzed by DPER for conformity with the shoreline master program and the Shoreline

Management Act (SMA) and county implementing regulations, which analysis is incorporated

herein by reference. The proposal conforms to the criteria for approval ofthe requested

substantial development permit.

80.

CONCLUSIONS:ró

Disputation by Intervenors of the vesting of the application, principally whereby they argue that

the version of the Manual that should pertain is that in effect at the time of the later-realized-
necessary 2007 application for the shoreline permit rather than the version pertaining at the time

the plat application was complete, is not persuasive. The drainage aspects of the development are

subordinate to the central application for subdivision, as is the shoreline permit component. To

rule that the subordinate shoreline permit vesting date should drive the vesting date of the plat

application's secondary aspects rnerely because ofessentially a cross-referencing ofregulations
would be tantamount to allowing a backdoor challenge to the plat vesting date. This the Examiner

cannot permit; it does not comport to the essentialholdings of subdivision application vesting in

the state. Except for directly discrete aspects ofthe shoreline regulations, all ofthe land use

controls appurtenant to and secondarily involved in review ofthe subdivision proposal are those

in effect on December 27 , 2004.

The Examiner accords deference to DPER's interpretation of the fiIl-restricting shoreline

regulations as limiting fill to no net fill increase . The interpretation by the professional

1.

)

ré We make no substantive changes to the June 78,2072, "Conclusions" section
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administrative staff charged with administering the county land use codes, not shown to be

clearly in error, is deserving ofdeference.lT

The cluster subdivision requirement of perimeter vegetation buffering is shown to be able to be

met, within thc floodplain area or by use of code-established allowances of alternative measures,

The final outcome of the examinations of options in such regard and ultimate compliance with
code requirements is a mâtter to be addressed post-preliminary plat approval and decided
administratively by DPER in construction plan review prior to final plat approval, as provided in
recommended condition language.

The proposed subdivision, as conditioned below, would conform to applicable land use controls,
In particular, the proposed type of development and overall density are specifically permitted
under the RA-5, RA-10 and A-35 zoning applied to the pertinent portions of the site.

If approved subject to the conditions below, the proposed subdivision will make appropriate
provisions for the topical items enumerated within RCW 58.17.1i0, and will serve the public
health, safety and welfare, and the public use and interest,

6 The conditions for final plat approval set forth below are reasonable requirements and in the
public interest.

,1
The dedications of land or easements within and adjacent to the proposed plat, as shown on the
revised preliminary plalsubmitted on April 3,2012, or as required for final plat approval, are

reasonable and necessary as a direct result ofthe development ofthis proposed plat, and are

proportionate to the impacts of the development.

DECISION

The preliminary plat of the TaIl ChieJ'subdivision, as revised dated March 7,2012, and received by
DPER March 9,2012, is approved subject to the following conditions of approval:

I . Compliance with all platting provisions of Title I9A of the King County Code.

2. All persons having an ownership interest in the subject properly shall sign on the face of the final
plat a dedication that includes the language set forth in King County Council Motion No. 5952.

The plat shall comply with the base density requirements of the RA-5, RA-10 and A-35 zone

classifications. All lots shall meet the minimilm dimensional requirements of the RA-10 zone

classification or shall be shown on the face of the approved preliminary plat, whichever is larger,
Minor revisions to the plat which do not result in substantial changes may be approved at the

discretion of the Department of Permiuing and Environmental Review (DPER).

3,,

Any plat boundary discrepancy shall be resolved to the satisfaction of DPER prior to submitting
the final plat documents. As used in this condition, "discrepancy" is a boundary hiatus, an

overlapping boundary, or a physical appurtenance which indicates an encroachment, lines of
possession or a conflict of title.

'fhe applicant must obtain linal approval from the King County Health Depaúment, prior to
recording,

A1l construction and upgrading of public and private roads shall be done in accordance with the
King County Road Standards established and adopted by Ordinance No. 1 1 187, as amended
(1ee3 KCRS).

4o

5,

4,

5

" Moil, Inc. v. City of Seattle,l0S Wash. 2d369,385,739 P.2d 6ó3 (19S7)
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The applicant has agreed to address the concerns of King County Fire Protection District No, 27,

as expressed in correspondence dated ll21l10 and ll3ll2 from the District, and dated 12114111

and 12129111 from the applicant's engineer, Hagenson Consultants. Therefore, the following
conditions shall be met:

a. All new building constructed in the subject plat which require a building permit shall
contain a fìre protection sprinkler system. The sprinkler system shall comply with the
King County Fire Code requirements, with the exception of compliance with the fire flow
standards. The requirement to install a sprinkler system shall not apply to agricultural
related buildings constructed in Tracts A and R, unless otherwise required by Courrty or
State regulations.

b. Only non-combustible roof systems shall be used on all new buildings constructed in the

subject plat, including outbuildings.

c. To address concerns rclated to forest fires, a minimum 3O-fooþwide defensible space

shall be provided around all new buildings constructed in the subject plat. Plantings in the
defensible space shall be limited to those specific plant varieties listed in the brochure
entitled "lìire Resistant Landscape Plants for the Puget Sound Basin." For any trees not
listed in the brochure whose trunk is located outside of the 3O-foot-wide defensible space,

these trees shall be cleared of limbs that extend into the defensible space up to a height of
I 0 feet from the ground surface. Note, the above-noted brochure shall both be referenced
on the final recorded plat of Tall Chief, and recorded therewith.

d. Driveways on each of the lots in the subject plat shall have a minimum width of 12 feet
and shall not exceed a 15 percent grade. The driveways shall meet the surfacing and

radius requirements of the King County Fire Code. For those driveways which exceed
150 feet in length, measured along the centerline of the driveway from the centerline of
the public road serving the lot to the building being served, shall provide a fire truck
turnaround (hammer-head). The turnaround shall meet the requirements of KCC
17 .04.400 or Figure 2-01 1 of the 2007 King County Road Design and Construction
Standards.

e. An emergency access connection shall be provided from SE 23'd Street in the subject plat
through the adjacent plat of Aldara Ridge, via SE 23'd Place in Aldama Ridge (aka Tract
E of Aldarua Ridge). Prior to engineering plan approval for the subject plat, the applicant
shall provide a copy of a recorded easement which allows for emergency access for both
vehicles and pedestrians from the subject plat through Aldarua Ridge, as well as access by
emergency vehicles. The availability of emergency pedestrian access for school children
from Tall Chief and access by emergency vehicles shall not be predicated on whether the
northerly emergency access referred to in Condition 8.c below is traversable, (See

Condition Lf below for required improvements to SE 23'd Place).

f. A minimum of two fire hydrants shall be provided within the subject plat, if their
installation is permitted by the Ames Lake Water Association. The location of the
hydrants shall be determined by King County Fire District No. 27, (Note, the hydrants are

not required to comply with the King Counfy fire flow standards.)

g. The northern corner of proposed Lot 13 shall be revised, if necessary, to meet the radius.

requiremcnts of thc King County Fire Code, KCC Title 17, and shall be reviewed and

approved by the King County Fire Marshal.

h, Notes shall be placed on the final plat and engineering plans which implement Conditions
6.a-.d above.
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Final plat approval shall require full compliance with the drainage provisions (inoluding erosion)

set forth in King County Code 9.04. Lack of compliance may result in reducing the number of
lots (and/or require a change to the location of the lots) shown on the preliminary approved plat.

Preliminary review has identified the following conditions of approval, which represent portions

of the drainage requirements, All other applicable requirements in KCC 9.04 and the Surface

Water Design Manual must also be satisfied during engineering and final review.

Drainage plans and analysis shall comply with the 1998 King County Surface Water
Design Manual (Manual). DPER approval of the drainage and roadway plans is required
prior to any construction.

Curent standard plan notes and ESC notes, as established by DPER Engineering Review
shall be shown on the engineering plans.

The following note shall be shown on the final recorded plat:

"All building downspouts, footing drains, and drains from all impervious surfaces such as

patios and driveways shall be connected to the permanent storm drain outlet as showr on
fr on file with DPER and/or the

d,,

Department of Transportation. This plan shall be submitted with the application of any

building permit. All connections of the drains must be constructbd and approved prior to
the final building inspection approval. For those lots that are designated for individual lot
infiltration or dispersion systems, the systenrs shall be constructed at the time of the

building permit and shall comply with the plans on file."

Storm water facilities shall be designed using the KCRTS Level 3 flow control standard.

Water quality facilities shall also be provided using the basic water qualþ protection
menu. The size of the proposed drainage tracts may have to increase to accommodate the

required detention storage volumes and water quality facilities. All runoff control
facilities shall be located in a separate tract and dedicated to King County.

A drainage adjustment regarding conveyance of stormwater to one facility was approved

on March 6,2012 (File Ll2V0012). The conditions of approval for the adjustment shall

be addressed oR the final engineering plans including the requirements for on-site bypass

of storm water as referenced in condition 2 of the adjustment decision. The design uiteria
for bypass of stormwater is described on pages 1-36 and 3-52 in the drainage manual.

For that portion of the subject plat where stormwater dispersion is proposed, the plat
includes designs for using the Forested Open Space (FOS) flow control exemption as

outlined in the drainage manual for Core Requirement No. 3. The finai engineering plans

shall show all applicable requirements including 70% (the usual 65%, plus an additional
5%) forested open space boundaries and flow control BMPs for dispersion of storm
water. If portions of the site proposed for F'OS were previously cleared land areas, a

mitigation plan shall be submitted to restore the vegetation and soils to meet the criteria
for FOS. The final plat shall also show the area of FOS on the affected lots. Dispersal
points for Lots 4 and 5 shall be spaced such that flows will not re-concentrate prior to

reaching the steep slope. Dispersal points forLots 4 and 5 shall be located based on
recommendations from a geotechnical engineer at the time of lot development.

êr:

As required by Special Requirement No. 2 in the drainage manual, the 1O0-year

floodplain boundaries shall be shown on the final engineering plans and recorded plat.

Compensatory storage is required for any proposed fill or decrease of natural floodplain
storage. (Also see Conditions 18-20 below in the related Shoreline Management

Substantial Development Permit,)

a.

bf

c.

the approved construction drawings

f.
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A hydraulic project approval permit may be required from the Washington State

Department of Fish and Wildlife for the proposed site improvements adjacent to streams

and/or wetlands. Any required permits shall be submitted to King County prior to
engineering plan approval.

i": As to groundwater:

i" fhe final engineering plans shall include designs to address dewatering of
groundwater for site development as discussed in the geotechnical reports
prepared for the project. A geotechnical report shall be submitted with the

engineering plans to address soil conditions, grading, and conveyance of
groundwater.

ii. ln addition, the final engineering plans shall address groundwater, including
anticipated septic exfiltration and whether groundwater could potentially displace

pond water and reduce the system's abilþ to handle stormwater.

iii. During pond construction, groundwater shall be monitored fbr two years prior to
the County providing frnal approval for the constructed facility'

j; The stonnwater detention pond located within Tract P shall include an outlet to discharge

clrainage to Wetland D.

k. The submittal of final engineering plans for site development shall include an application
for flood hazard ceftification for any proposed fill within the 100 year floodplain. Policies

and procedures for the application are available from DDES. (Also see Conditions 18-20

below in the related Shoreline Substantial Development Permit.)

't, Irr addition to the usual State or County requirements, to the extent the Applicant
proposes, in constructing SE l0th Street, to permanently add fill to the area of the

wetlands complex near the toe of the slope, DPER shall insure that the Applicant
performs the necessary downstream analysis on flood flows.

The proposed subdivision shall cornply with the 1993 King Couttty Road Standards (KCRS)

including the f'ollowing requirements:

a. During preliminary review the applicant submitted road variance applications regarding

the length of cul-de-sac and other design requirements for the roadways (See File Nos.

L04V0109 and L09V0043). The final road impròvements shall comply with the

conditions of approval for the variance decision.

b. The onsite cul-de-sac street labeled as SE 10th Streel 304th Avenue SE shall be improved
as a rural subaccess street except as otherwise approved by the King County road

variance process, The roadway serving Lots l3-18 shall be improved to rural minor
access standards. As allowed by the road variance decision, the onsite roadway shall be

private. The final plat shall include provisions for ownership and maintenance of the

private road. Flood warning signs and staff gauges (WS- 1 8 and W8- 1 9 per 2009 lvf anual

on Uniform Traffic Control Devices) shall be installed at the low point of SE 10"' Street

and advance warning signs shall be installed as recommended by KCDOT'

c. To provide emergency access for the subdivision, the existing gravel road shown on the

preliminary plat map within easement #6094030 (Tract E on the preliminary plat) shall

be improved to meet King County road standards except as allowed by the variance

decision referenced above. The onsite portion ofthe emergency access shall include a 20-

h

8
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foot wide paved roadway. Tlie off'site portions shall also be improved 20 feet wide with
gravel surfacing and improvements for horizontal curvature on the campground propefi'
An emergency access easement has been obtained by the applicant to make the offsite

improvements and allow future usc of the roadway. Tract E shall be owned and

maintained by the homeowners association or other private entity as allowed by King

County.

Signage shall be placed at the intersection of Tract E with 3041r' Avenue SE in the subject

plãt, iãentifiing Tract E as an emergency access. Signage shall also be placed within the

bampground property indicating the direction to the Tall Chief emergency access road.

This emergenòy u""ess shall be gated with a lockbox access or other suitable automatic

device. The gate shall default to the "open" position during power outages and have a

manual over-ride. A numeric keypad access or other suitable device shall be provide ancl

pass codes distributed to homeowners. The emergency access sign shall further identifu

an emergency contact phone number whereby non-resident motorists may call to gain

ingress/egress.

The fìnal engineering plans shall demonstrate compliance with standards for entering

sight distance at the project entrance with W' Snoqualmie River Road.

A 4-foot gtavel shoulder is required for the plat frontage along W. Snoqualmie River
Road. The existing shoulder can be restored where feasible to provide the required

shoulder width, The final engineering plans shall show the location of any existing

shoulders and determine what areas require new improvements to achieve the four foot

slroulder width. (Also see Condition 22below')

The SE 23'd Place emergency connection (see Condilion 6,e above) shall be improved as

a rural sub-acçess road, consistent with the King County Road Standards (KCRS), and

shall include a shoulder design for school pedestrian access in accordance with KCRS

3.09, The road design, including the vertical curvature of the road, shall be reviewed and

approved by the King County Fire Marshal. Signage shall be placed within the subject

plat at the entrance to the SE 23'o Place, identi$ing SE 23'' Place as an emergency

ã"".s. This access shalt be gated with a lockbox access or other suitable automatic

device. The gate shall default to the "open" position during po\¡ier outages and have a

manual over-ride. A numeric keypad access or other suitable device shall be provide and

pass codes distributed to homeowners. The emergency access sign shall further identiff
àn .m"rg"n"y contact phone number whereby non-resident motorists may call to gain

ingress/egress.

As specified in KCRS 3.01C,3, ajoint use driveway tract shall be provided for access to

lots i7 and I 8, The tract shall be improved as a private joint use driveway serving a

maximum of two lots. The serving lots shall have undivided ownership of the tract arld be

responsible for its maintenance, As specified in the standards, the driveway

improvements shall include an I 8-foot wide surface and a minimum tract width of 20 feet

or 30 feet if a ditch is required.

The final engineering plans for the project shall address design requirements for road

construction within the floodplain which may contain soft and cornpressible soils. A
geotechnical report prepared by S&EE, Inc.o recommends compaction for road

õonstruction using a surcharge preload of fill material for a time period of 8 to l2 weeks.

The engineering plans shall contain notes and recommendations to remove the surcharge

material prior to the flood season (September 30 to May 1). The following are surcharge-

related conditions for SE 1Oth Street, in addition to the usual and customary requirements,

processes, and DPER authority:

d

a.

f

o

h.
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l. The Final Engineering Design shall be supported by a geotechnical engineering

report demonstrating feasibility of the surcharge construction method.

A comprehensive construction plan shall be submitted that addresses all aspects

of completing the surcharge construction method during the non-flood season,

including estimated fill amounts, ¡umber of trucks, anticipated logistics on site

and at pit, anticipated settlement rates, anticipated time to place and remove fi|l
materials, and estimated cost to remove the surcharge. The plan shall be stamped

by a licensed engineer and shall be approved by the DPER Development
Engineer. The DPER Development Engineer has discretion to require any and all
changes deemed necessary to ensure an appropriate plan that can be

accomplished during the non-flood season.

The Applicant shall request a preconstruction meeting prior to starting the

surcharge construction.

,)

'l'he applicant shall post a cash bond with the County prior to the preconstruction

meeting in the amount of 1 50% of the estimated cost of surcharge removal stated

in the approved comprehensive construction plan. The cash bond shall authorize

the County to take over the construction site with five days' notice to the

Applicant and contractor for the purpose of removing the surcharge prior to the

flood season.

5, During construction, the Applicant shall provide to DPER repofts (of a content

and a frequency DPER or King County Roads Services requires) prepared and

stamped by the geotechnical engineer regarding the compression. The Applicant
shall provide one such a report no later than September 3 that demonstrates that

the surcharge will be removed prior to September 30.

6. By September 9, the DPtsR Development Engineer shall review this report and

conduct an inspection. On or after September 9, the DPER Development
Engineer has authority to determine that the Applicant and contractor will not be

able to comply with the September 30 deadline for removal of surcharge. If the

DPER Development Engineer so determines, then the DPER Development
Engineer shall provide notice to the Applicant, order all work stopped on the site

which is in conflict with the surcharge removal, invoke the bottd, and take all
steps necessary to remove the surcharge as soon as possible'

.i. The preliminary plat map shows arl area at the south terminus of 304'h Avenue SE for
additional right-of-way dedication. During the final plat process, the area shown as right-
of-way shall be revised to a private tract and/or private easement, with access rights
granted to the southerly property owners (Tax Lots 0824079062 anð 08240'19001) as

required by King County Road Variance L09V0043.

j. Modifications to the above road conclitions may be considerecl by King County pursuant

to thc variance procedures in KCRS 1.08.

All utilities within proposed rights-of-way must be included within a franchise approved by the

King County Council prior to fina1 plat recording.

As part of construction plan review, DPER shall assess the coridition of the culverts connecting

the wetlands. The Applicant shall perform any maintenance necessary to restore or keep tlte

culverts functioning in a manner acceptable to DPER. Once a homeowners' association is

ñlnctioning, the culverts shall be maintained or replaced by the homeowners' association as

3..

4

9.,

10.,
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necessary to ensure culveft functionality. (To the extent DPER concludes that there is a more

logical point in the process where culvert maintenance responsibility would transfer from the

Applicant to a homeowner's association, such an adjustment is allowed.)

Lots within this subdivision are subject to King County Code 214.43, which imposes impact fees

to fund school system improvements needed to serve new development. As a condition of final

approval, fifly percent (50%) of the impact fees due for the plat shall be assessed and collected

immediately prior to the recording, using the fee schedules in effect when the plat receives fìnal

approval. The balance of the assessed fee shall be allocated evenly to the dwelling units in the

plat and shall be collected prior to building permit issuance.

Preliminary plat review has identified the following specific critical area regulatory requirements

which apply to this project. All other applicable requirements from KCC 21A.24 shall also be

addressed by the applicant.

a. The Class II wetlands shall have a S0-foot buffer as shown on the preliminary plat map

dated March 7,2012 (received March 9,2012).

All wetland sensitive areas and their buffers shall be placed in Sensitive Area Tracts for
long term protection.

Signage shall be installed along the Sensitive Area Tract boundaries for long term

protection and to clearly mark the extent of the tract,

A 1S-foot building set back line (BSBL) is required from the edge of all Sensitive Area

Tracts and shall be shown on all affected lots'

Sensitive Area Tract boundaries shall be clearly marked with bright orange construction

and silt fencing prior to construction or site clearing activities. The boundaries shall

remain marked until constructioll is cornplete'

Road crossings of wetlands and buffers maybe allowcd per KCC 2IA.24'330.
Construction techniques such as retaining walls maybe required at wetland crossings to

limit wetland impacts. A final mitigation plan shall be required during engineering

review. (Also see Condition 21 below in the Shoreline Management Substantial

Development Pennit approval.)

The outer 25 feet of buffer on the eastern side of the wetlands may be used for farming

activities as defined in the farm management plan. Fencing shall be installed along the

wetland buffer/Critical Area Tract boundaries and the inner wetland buffer areas shall be

planted with native vegetation.

Wetland hydrology may not be altered either during or after development, A hydrology

analysis rnay be required during engineering review to show how wetland hydrology will
be maintained after the site is developed.

1'he engineering plans shall be routed to Criticai A¡eas Staff for review of compliance to

the above conditions.

Geotechnical

Determine the top, toe, and sides of 40% slopes by field survey. Provide a 50-foot buffer

from these slopes. The buffer may be reduced with the submittal of a satisfactory soils

report, subject to review and approval by a DPER geologist, prior to engineering plan

b.

c.

d,

e

f.

ûò'

h

l_

J,
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approval. Per KCC 21A.24.310F, steep slope areas which have less than 20 feet of
vertical relief may be exempted from the requirements of KCC 21A.24,310, subject to the

review and DPER approval of a satisfactory soils repoft concluding there will be no
adverse impact. All remaining steep slope areas one acre or greater in size shall be place

in a Sensitive Areas Tract.

k. The applicant shall delineate all on-site erosion hazard areas on the final engineering
plans (erosionhazard areas are defined in KCC 21A.06.415), The delineation of such

areas shall be approved by a DPER geologist. The requirements found in KCC
21A,24.220 conceming erosion hazard areas shall be met, including seasonal restrictions
on clearing and grading activities.

The following note shall be shown on the final engineering plan and recorded plat:

RESTRICTIONS FOR SENSITIVE AREA TRACTS AND SENSITIVË
AREAS AND BUFFERS

Dedication of a sensitive area traclsensitive area and buffer conveys to the public a

" beneficial interest in the land within the traclsensitive area and buffer. This interest
includes the preservation ofnative vegetation for all purposes that benefit the public
health, safety and welfare, including control of surface water and erosion, maintenance of
slope stability, and protection of plant and animal habitat. The sensitive area

traclsensitive area and buffer imposes upon all present and future owners and occupiers
ofthe land subject to the tracVsensitive area and buffer the obligation, enforceable on

behalf of the public by King County, to leave undisturbecl alltrees and other vegetation
within the traclsensitive area and buffer. The vegetation within the tract/sensitive area

and buffer may not be cut, pruned, covered by fill, removed or damaged without approval
in writing from the King County Department of Permitting and Environmental Review or
its successor agency, unless otherwise provided by law.

The common boundary between the tractlsensitive area and buffer and the area of
development activity must be marked or otherwise flagged to the satisfaction of King
County prior to any clearing, grading, building construction or other development activity
on a lot subject to the sensitive area tractlsensitive area and buffer. The required marking
or flagging shall remain in place until all development proposal activities in the vicinity
of the sensitive area are completed.

No building foundations are allowed beyond the required 15-foot building setback line,
unless otherwise provided by law.

13,,, A homeowners' association or other workable organization shall be established to the satisfaction
of DPER which provides for the ownership and continued maintenance of the open space,

sensitive area tracts, and culverts, and to assure implementation of the farm management plan if
the resource tracts are conveyed to the residents ofthe subdivision.

14. Notes specific to the approved Farm Management Plan (March 2009) shall be placed on the final
plat. The notes shall indicate what may be allowed, restrictions, etc., subject to DPER review and

approval.

15, To irnplernent the Applicant's proposal, all lots in the subject plat shall have a minimum of 65

percent open space. The area ofopen space shall be delineated on the final plat and engineering
plans. Open space may include landscaped areas, except as required by the King County Surface
Water Design Manual (see Condition 7.f above,)
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16 Pursuant to Ordinance 15032, Sec. 19, Tracts A and R shall be identified as a "Working Farm" on

the final plat,

Prior to final plat recording, the Applicant shall indicate ìn writing whether it is the Applioant's
intent for Tracts A and/or R to be owned by the residents ofthe subject plat, If so, the final plat

shall indicate Tracts A and/or R shall be owned in undivided interest by the plat lot olvners,
pursuant to Ordinance 15032, Sec. 19, and a homeowners' association shall be established prior
to plat recording to assure implementation of the approved farm management plán.

Pursuant to Ordinance 15032, Sec. 19, prior to plat recording, the applicant shall file a notice on

title that informs future lot owners of the subject plat that Tracts A and R are designated as a

"working farm," which must be managed in accordance with the County approved farm
management plan.

Any person who farms or otherwise practices agriculture on Tracts A or R shall submit a
voluntary Farm Plan for approval by the King Conservation District prior to performing said

practices. Any person who farms or otherwise practices agriculture on Tracts A or R shall comply
with the following:

a. During flood season (September 30 through May 1), all equipment and vehicles shall be

removed from the floodplain during non-working hours.

17.

t8

t9

b. During flood season, oil, chemicals, f'ertilizers, pesticides and polluting substances shall

be rernoved from the floodplain during non-working hours,

c,, During f'lood season, debris, garbage, and floatable materials shall be removed from the

floodplain during non-working hours.

The homeowners association shall make available an area located above the floodplain and in
proximity to the clubhouse dedicated to farm storage for equipment, oils, fertilizers, pesticides,

debris, garbage and floatable materials.

Pursuant to KCC 2lA.24.24l,the final plat shall include the following verbiage:

"Lots and structures located within flood hazard areas may be inaccessible by emergency vehicles

during flood events. Residents and properly oì¡vners should take appropriate advance
precautions."

"Residents and property owners should familiarize themselves with flood warning resources

available through the Federal, State, and Local Government, including King County and the

Snoqualmie Valley School District. The Developers or Homeowners' Association shall distribute
a Homeowner's Packet to each lot owner at the time of purchase containing instructions on how
to enroll in King County's Flood Alert Program, and shall include the following URLs for
additional flood information alerts:

Flood Rpsouraq,ç
o Floodzilla Alerts-Real-time email flood alerts for the Snoqualmie River;

http ://www. fl oodzi 1la.com
¡ Floodzilla Snoqualmie River Status-Live Snoqualmie River combined gauge status with

graph ; http ://www.fl oodzi lla.com/river/snoqualmie
. King County Flood Warning System; http://green.kingcounty.gov/rivergagedata/gage-

data.aspx?:snoqualmie
. King County/USGS-Snoqualmie River Flooding Infonnatiotr;

http://green.kingcounty.govlrivergagedata/gage-data.aspx?=snoqualmie
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r ]r{QA"{-AdvancedHydrologicPrediction Service;
lrttp ://www.nws.noaa. gov/oh/ahps/i ttdex.html

o NOAA-Northwest River Forecast Center; http://www.nwrfc.noaa,gov/rfc/
¡ NOAA-SnoqualmieStalions;

http://www.nwrfc.noaa.govlrìverlriverlist.cgi?skey=river&okey:name&ss:SNOQUALMIE
o Norcom-Reverse 911 Phone Notification for Flooding Emergencies;

http://www.norcom.org/contacts.cfm

Government Emergencv Resg"Ìl.rgç,S

o FEMA-Federal Emergency Management Agency; http://www.fema.gov
. King County Emergency Services; http://www.kingcounty,gov/safety/preparc.aspx

Snoqualmie Valley School District Emergency Resources
r Snoqualmie Valley School District Emergency Info;
o http://www,svsd4l0.ord/clepartments/transportation/Emergencylnfo.asp

20,, The following notice shall be shown clearly on the face of the final recorded plat, shall appear in
large, bold type, separated from other notes on the final plat, and shall be recorded with suffioient,
property-specific detail that the text below should show up on a title report for each individual lot.

NOTICE ON'TI]]-E
THIS NOTICE APPLIES TO ALL LOTS AND TRACTS W]TIIIN THIS SUBDIVTUSION

AND TO ALL FUTURE PI]RCHASERS AND SELLERS

The lots and tracts of this subdivision are located in close proximity to farms and King County
designated agricultural lands. The operation of a farm involves usual and customary agricultural
practices, which are protected under RCW 7.48.305, the Washington Right to Farm Act. RCW
7.48,3 l0(1) defines i'agricultural activity" as

a condition or activity which occurs on a farm in connection with the
commercial production of farm products and includes, but is not limited to,
marketed produce at roadside stands or fann markets; noise; odors; dust; fumes;
operatiou of machinery and inigation pumps; movement, including, but not
limited to, use of current county road ditches, streatns, rivers, canals, and

drains, and use ofwater for agricultural activities; ground and aerial application
ofseed, fertilizers, conditioners, and plant protection products; keeping ofbees
for production of agricultural or apicultural products; employment and use of
labor; roadway movement of equipment and livestock; protection from damage
by wildlife; prevention of trespass; construction and mainteúance of buildings,
fences, roads, bridges, ponds, drains, waterways, and similar features and

maintenancc of streambanks and watercourses; and conversion from one

agricultural activity to anot'her, including a change in the type of plant-related
farm product being procluced. The term includes use ofnew practices and

equipment consistent with technological development within the agricultural
industry.

Commercial farming activities may occur that are not compatible with residential development
for certain periods of limited duration, Agricultural activities conducted on farmland, if consistent
with good agricultural practices established prior to surrounding nonagricultural activities, are

presumed to be reasonable and shall not be found to constitute a nuisance unless the activity or
practice has a substantial adverse effect on public health and safety. Sellers of property within this
subdivision are obligated to provide written notice to buyers consistent with RCW 64.06.022.
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a1Lt. A red-tailed hawk's nest has been identifìed adjacent of the south end of the site. Per the

Applicant's proposed site plan, Tract N shall include a native growth restriction on the final plat

map, In addition, a 650-foot seasonal restriction on construction activities rcquiring a building
permit, as shown on the applicant's site plan, shall appear on the final play map. No construction

requiring a building permit shàll occur between March 1 '( through July 3 1't, unless it can be '
shown that either the nest has been abandoned or is not in use during a particular nesting season.

A note to this effect shall appear on the final plæ map.

W. Snoqualmie River Road SE has been designated as a "Heritage Coridor" by the King County

Road Services-Historic and Scenic Coridors Project. With regard to required shoulder

widening to achieve a 4-foot-wide shoulder along the subject properly frontage (Condition 8.e

above), the applicant shall retain existing trees along the frontage to the extent practical.

As part of the submittal of the engineering plans for the subject plat, the applicant shall submit a
landscape plan to address the following requirements from Ordinance 15032, Sec. 19. The

landscape plan shall be reviewed and approved by DPER prior to final engineering plan approval.

DPER may require the posting of a bond to assure installation and the survival of required

plantings for a two-year period.

Except as provided below, a fifty-foot Type lI landscaping screen) as defined in KCC
214.16.040, shall be provided along the frontage of W. Snoqualmie River Rd, The planting

materials shall consist ofspecies that are native to the Puget Sound region. Preservation of
existing healthy vegetation is encouraged and may be used to augment new plantings to meet the

requirements of this section.

The width of the required Type II landscape screen and the number of new plantings installed

may be reduced, pursuant to the provisions of KCC 214.16.100. The placement of plantings at

the intersection of SE 1Oth StreeVW. Snoqualmie River Road may be modifÏed to comply with the

sight distance requirements of the King County Road Standards.

If the applicant demonstrates, to the satisfaction of DPER staff, that it is not practical to provide

the above-noted landscaping along rü/. Snoqualmie River Rd. and meet the applicable County

floodplain regulations in effect on December 27,2004, the required landscaping may be placed

elsewhere on the site at a location which will partially obscure the views of the residences of the

subject plat from W. Snoqualmie River Road In order to provide the Type II landscape screen

along W. Snoqualmie River Road, the Applicant may be required to revise the lot layout or
eliminate one or more lots from the plat to provide sufficient floodplain compensating storage.

The regular school bus stop shall be located out ofthe floodplain, such that children do not need

to cross the site's low-lying, flood-prone areas to walk to or from their bus stop and their homes.

Prior to final plat approvalo the Snoqualmie Valley School Dishict shall have acknowledged in

writing (a) the acceptability of this amended, regular bus stop, and (b) the availabilþ of the

secondary ernergency access vehicle and pedestrian route to be utilized during periods when the

main subdivision access road is forecast to be or is experiencing inundation during flood events.

24,,
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Shoreline Management Substantial Development Permit ContlitionsrB

L Nothing in this permit shall be construed as excusing the applicant from compliance with any
federal, state, or local sÍatutes, ordinances, or regulations applicable to this project other than the
permit requirements of the Shoreline Management Act of 1971.

2^ This permit may be rescinded pursuant to Section 14(7) of the Shoreline Management Act of
1971 in the event the permittee fails to comply with any conditions thereof.

J, Construction pursuant to this permit may not begin or be authorized until twenty-one (21) days

from the date of filing the final order of King County with the Department of Ecology or the
Attomey General; or until all review proceedings initiated within twenty-one (21) days from the

date of such filing have been terminated.

TIME REQUIREMEN'fS OF THE PERMIT(WAC 173-27-090). The following requirements

shall apply to all permits.

a. Upon a fìnding of good cause, based on the requirements and circumstances of the
project proposed and consistent with the policy and provisions of the master program and

the act,local government may adopt appropriate time limits as a parl of action on a

substantial development permit and local government, with the approval of the

deparlment, may adopt appropriate time limits as a paft of action on a conditional use or
variance permit: "Good cause based on the requirements and circumstances of the

project," shall mean that the time limits established are reasonably related to the time
actually necessary to perform the development on the ground and complete the project
that is being pennitted, and/or are necessary for the protection ofshoreline resources.

þ.:r Where neither local govemment nor the Department of Ecolog¡r include specific
provisions establishing time limits on a permit as a part of action on the permit, the

following time limits shall apply:

i. Construction shall be commenced or, where no construction is involved, the use

or activity shall be commenced within two years of the effective date of a
shoreline permit. Provided, that local government may authorize a single

extension for a period not to exceed one year based on reasonable factors, ifa
request for extension has been filed before the expiration date and notice ofthe
proposed extension is given to parties of record and the department.

ii. Authorization to conduct development activities shall terminate five years after
the effective date of a shoreline permit. Provided, that local government may

authorize a single extension for a period not to exceed one year based on

reasonable factors, ifa request for extension has been filed before the expiration
date and notice ofthe proposed extension is given to parties ofrecord and the

department.

The effective date of a shoreline pennit shall be the date of the last action
required on the shoreline permit and all other government permits and approvals
that authorize the development to ptoceed, including all administrative and legal

actions on any such pennit or approval. It is the responsibility of the applicant to

tt None of our amendments today alter the June 18, 2012, Shoreline Management Development Permit analysis
(Finding #80) or these conditions. We simply re-provide the text here, so that a future reader will have all the

information available in one document. F-or some undisclosed reason, the June 18,2072, decision did not list
shoreline conditions 18, 20, or 21, but simply pointed the reader to Exhibit 65. For ease of use, we have transcribed

shoreline conditions 18, 20, and 21 ftom Exhibit 65.
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lV.r

v.

3i

inform the local government of the pendency of other permit applications filed
with agericies other than the local government and of any related administrative
and legal actions on any permit or approval.If no notice of the pendency of other
permits or approvals is given to the local government prior to the date established
by the shoreline permit or the provisions of this section, the expiration of a

permit shall be based on the shoreline permit.

V/hen permit approval is based on conditions, such conditions shall be satisfied
prior to occupancy or use of a structure or prior to commencement of a
nonstructural activity: Provided, that an alternative compliance limit may be

specified in the permit.

Revisions to permits under WAC 173-27-100 may be authorized after original
permit authorization has expired under Condition 4.b,ii above: Provided, that
this procedure shall not be used to extend the original permit time requirements
or to authorize substanfial development afler the time limits of the original
permit.

5

6.,

vt., Local government shall notit/ the Department of Ecology in writing of any
change to the effective date of a permit as authorized above, with an explanation
of the basis for approval of the change. Any change to the time limits of a permit
other than those authorized by this condition shall require a new permit
application,

Construction shall occur in conformance to the revised project plans and information received by
King Counfy on March 9,2012,.

Any subsequent changes to the approved plans may require the applicant to obtain a new
shoreline permit or a revision to this shoreline permit pusuant to WAC 173-27-100.

'l, If required, a Hydraulic Project Approval GPA) shall be obtained from the Washington State

Department of Fish & V/ildlife prior to any work. Any conditions of the FIPA shall be considered
conditions of this shoreline permit.

8. If required, an U.S. Army Corps of Engirreers Permit "Corps Permit" shall be obtained from the
U.S, Army Corps of Engineers prior to any work. Any conditions of the Corps Permit shall be

considered conditions of this shoreline permit. In any event, erosion controls and Best
Management Practices (BMPs) shall be implemented and maintained to prevent uncontrelled

. discharge of water, petroleum products, soil, and other deleterious materials from entering
adj acent surface waters.

g, Issuance of this Shoreline Managernent Substantial Development Permit does not grant the right
to trespass upon private property.

10.. Prior to work, the applicant shall obtain final approval of the engineering plans for the pending
plat of Tall Chief (L04P0032) and shall abide by any conditions set forth therein. Conditions of
the plat approval shall be considered conditions of this Shoreline Permit.

The applicant shall control erosion of disturbed areas by implementing Best Management
Practices. The applicant's erosion and sedimentation control plan shall include the following as

warranted: installation of silt dams or catchments between work areas and all sensitive areas; the

use of mulch,and hydroseeding; planting of disturbed areas with native vegetation; and any

measures determined to be appropriate. Appropriateness of fencing and location shall be

I l"
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12.

13..

14.

15.

32

approved and verified by a King County representative prior to commencement of any clearing,
grading, or construction activities.

Conduct refueling activities within a designated refueling area at a distance of not less than 200

feet away frorn the Snoqualmie River and associated wetland areas. Additionally, drip pans shall

be fitted with absorbent pads and placed under all equipment being fueled. All equipment, if kept

on site overnight, shall be parked at least 200 feet away from the river and associated wetland
areas.

Daily inspection shall be provided by an erosion control specialist to ensure the adequacy and

maintenance needs of all erosion and sedimentation control measures. Copies of the reports shall

be submitted to the King County DDES. If the erosion control specialist determines there is an

erosion or sedimentation problem, King County DDES shall be notified irnmediately and

immediate corrective measures shall be implemented.

All manmade debris f¡om the project within the construction zone shall be removed and disposed

of at a location licensed for such disposal.

A copy of the Courity-approved project engineering plans shall be kept on-site at all times during

conshuction.

(Deleted)

(Deleted)

The area ofshorelinesjurisdiction shall be clearly identifìed on the subdivision final engineering
plants. Pursuant to KCC 25. I 6. 190(A), any fill or excavation work which will occur within the

area of Shorelines jurisdiction shall comply with KCC 16.82.100 (as approved by King County
Ordinance 15053, adopted in2004).

As part of the development of the subject plat, no permanent fiIl rnay be placed within the

floodway, which would result in a reduction of the flood storage capacity of the floodway. All
applicable King Counfy regulations regarding improvements in the floodplain shall be met.

Pursuant to KCC 25.16.190, any fill or excavation proposed within the area of Shorelines
jurisdiction sliall only be permitted if the applicant provides technical information which
demonstrates water circulation, aquatic life and water quality will not be substantially impaired''

Per KCC 25.24.140C, no excavation of wetlands is permitted.

DATED April 11,2013

David'W
King County Hearing bxamtner

ló

l7

l8

19

2l

20
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NOTICE OF RIGHT TO APPEAL

In order to appeal the Examiner's Reporl and Decision on Remand, written notice of appeal must be filed
with the Clerk of the King County Council with a fee of $250 (check payable to King Counfy Office of
Finance) on or beþre Apríl 25, 2013.lf a notice of appeal is filed, the original and two copies of a
written appeal statement specifing the basis for the appeal and argument in support of the appeal must be

liled with the Clerk of the King County Council on or beþre May 2, 2013. Appeal statements may refer
only to facts contained in the hearing record; new facts may not be presented on appeal.

Filing requires actual delivery to the Clerk of the Council's Office, Room 1200, King County Courthouse,

516 Third Avenue, Seattle, Washington 98104, prior to the close of business (4:30 p,m.) on the date due,

Prior mailing is not sufficient if actual receipt by the Clerk does not occunwithin the applicable time
period. if the Office of the Clerk is not officially open on the specified closing date, delivery prior to the

close of business on the next business day is sufficient to meet the filing requirement.

lf a written notice of appeal and filing fee are not filed by April 25,2013, or if a written appeal statement

and argument are not filed by }rlay 2,2013,the Clerk of the Council shall place a proposed ordinance that

implements the Examiner's Report and Decision on Remand on the agenda for consideration at the next

available Council meeting.

The action of the Council approving or adopting the Examiner's Report and Decision on Remand is final
and conclusive unless a proceeding for review pursuant to the Land Use Petition Act (LUPA) is timely
commenced.

MINUTES OF THE NOVEMBEF.Z9,2OI1, DECEMBER 15, 2011, JANUARY 4, 2012, AND APRIL
3,2012 PUBLIC }IEARING ON DEPARTMENT OF PERMITTING AND ENVIRONMENTAL
REVIEW FILENOS. LO4POO32 AND LO7SHOO3,

Mr. Peter T. Donahue was the Hearing Examiner in this matter. Participating in the proceeding were
Kimberly Claussen, Pete Dye, Lanny Henoch, Mark Ossewaarde and John Shively for the Department;

De-En Lang, Thomas Pors and Hal Hagenson for the Applicant; Steve Keller and Charles Klinge for the

Intervenors, and Eric Haakenson, Cindy Parks, Bob Angrisano, Patrick Leen and Joe Monahan.

The following exhibits were offered and entered into the record on November 29,2011i:

Exhibit no. 1

Exhibit no. 2
Exhibit no. 3
Exhibit no. 38
Exhibit no. 4
Exhibit no. 4B

Exhibit no. 5

Exhibit no. 6

Exhibit no. 7
Exhibit no. 8
Exhibit no. 9
Exhibit no. 9B
Exhibit no. 10

Exhibit no. 11

Exhibit no.72
Exhibit no. 13

Exhibit no. 14

DPER file no. L04P0032
Preliminary Report, dated November 29,2011
Application for Land Use Permits received December 27,2004
Application for Shoreline permit received May 8, 2007
State Environmental Policy Act (SEPA) received December 23,2003
State Environmental Policy Act (SEPA) checklist for the Shoreline permit

received May 8, 2007
SEPA Determination of Non-Signifìcance issued September 29,2017
Affidavit of posting noting posting date of October 25,2011
Revised preliminary plat map received May 25,2011
Assessor maps NW 5-24-07.8-24-7
Amended and Restated Easement Agreement recorded October 6,2009
Second Amended and Restated Easement Agreement recorded June 21, 2010

Farm Management Plan submitted Ì|l4ay 4,2009
Report of Geotechnical Investigation received December 21,2004
Addendum to Geotechnical report received }l4ay 4,2009
Wetland and Wildlife Study received December 21,2004
Conceptual Wetland Mitigation Plan received May 4,2003
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Exhibit no. l5
Exhibit no. 16

Exhibit no. i 7

Exhibit no. l8

Exhibit no. l9
Exhibit no. 194

Exhibit no. 20
Exhibit no, 21

Exhibit no.22

Exhibit no, 23

Exhibit no,24

Exhibit na.25

Exhibit no.26

Exhibit no.2l
Exhibit no. 28
Exhibit no.29

Exhibit no. 30

Exhibit no. 31

Exhibit no.32

Exhibit no. 33

Exhibit no. 34

34

The following exhibits were offered and entered into the record on December 15, 201 I

Revised Conceptual Wetland Mitigation Plan received October 6,2009
Revised Conceptual Wetland Mitigation Plan received January 4,2011
Preliminary Technical Infonnation Report and Downstream Analysis received
May 25,2011
Updates to the DPER staff report: new condition for the plat application and

deletion of condition l7 for the shoreline application
Road Variance L09V0043 issued May 20,2011
Road Variance L04V0109 letter to De-En Lang from Paulette Norman dated

August 5,2008
King County Surface Water Design Manual (1998) Adjustment L07V0057
King County Certificate of Water Availability received January 4,2011
Letter from King County Fire Protection District No. 27 received January 28,
2010
Letler from the Snoqualmie Tribe, dated October 17,2011, regarding salmon
activity in the Snoqualmie River
Email from Robert Seana dated October 17,2011, regarding site posting and area

notice of the SEPA detennination and Notice of }lcaring
Letter from Intervenors' representative stating their concerns to DPER dated
November 22,201I
Declaration of Eric l-Iaakenson in Support of Plaintiffls Motion for Summary
Judgment executed August 5, 2010
Keller plat map
Kcller diagram of runoff and soil
ZoningMap of the subject and surrounding properties as extracted on May 15,

200s
Email from Greg Bishop of Seaule-King County Public Health regarding
preliminary approvals for the subject application, sent Novemb er 29, 201 I
Duplicate of Exh. no.42
Harold Hagenson's November 28,2011, response to Edward McCarthy's
November 22,2011 expert repoft
Lower Snoqualmie and Sþkomish Rivers \Mork Map dated January 24,2006
2006 draft. FEMA map of subject property

not entered into record
Email from De-En Lang to Lanny Henoch sent f)ecember 7,2011, relaying
subdivision density dimension calculations
Subdivision Density and Dimension Calculations Worksheet for the RA-10
zoned property dated April27,2009
Subdivision Density and Dimension Calculations Worksheet for the RA-5-P
dated April21,2009
Subdivision Density and Dimension Calculations Worksheet for the A-35 zoned

properly dated April 27,2009
Downstream Analysis originally prepared December 23, 2004, revised March 22,

200'7
Certificate of Transportation Concuruency dated December 16,2005
Hagenson Consultants letter to DPER regarding King County Fire District #27's
letter dated January 21,2010
Email from Don Gauthier to Hal Hagenson sent December 12,2011 regarding
the applicable FEMA flood maps

King County's Fire-resistant Landscape Plants for the Puget Sound Basin

Exhibit no,
Exhibit no.

Exhibit no.

Ëxhibit no.

Exlibit no.

Exhibit no,

Exhibit no.
Exhibit no.

Exhibit no.

Exhibit no.

35
36

368

36C

36D

JI

38
39

40

41
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Exhibit no.42

Exhibit no.43

Exhibit no.44

Exhibit no. 45
Exhibit no. 46

Exhibit no.4J

Exhibit no. 48
Exhibit no.49
Exhibit no. 50
Exhibit no. 51

Exhibit no. 524-D
Exhibit no. 53

Exhibit no. 54
Exhibit no. 55

Exhibit no. 56
Exhibit no. 57

Exhibit no. 58

Exhibit no. 59
Exhibit no. 60

Exhibit no. 61

Exhibit no.62
Exhibit no. 63

Exhibit no. 64
Exhibit no. 65

Exhibit no. 66
Exhibit no.67

Exhibit no. 68

Êxhibit no. 69

Exhibit no. 70

Exhibit no. 7l

Exhibit no.72
Exhibit no. 73

Exhibit na.J4

35

The following exhibits were offered and entered into the record on January 4,2012:

Request for Subdivision Pre-Application Review to Public Health,
Environmental Health Division
Letter from PaulMcCombs, Master GIS Analyst and DPER GIS Program
Manager, explaining county zoningmaps, dated December 12,2011
ZoningMap of the subject and surrounding properties as extracted and formatted
by Paul McCombs on December 12,2011
Applicant's Response to Interrogatories to Parties and Submittal of Exhibits
Preliminary plat (Alt B) map dated September28,2009

Document 'Keeping the Rural Vision' prepared by the Department of
Community, Trade and Economic Development dated June 1999

Excerpt from the GMA
Excerpt from King County Roads site on Historic and Scenic Corridors
Topographic map of properly from Google earth
Expert repoft for hearing by Engineer Edward J. McCarthy
Photographs of property
Letter to Hagenson Consulting LLC from Chief Chris J. Connor of King County
Fire Protection District No. 27 dated January 3,2012

Revised plat drawing, Sheet I of I
Revised plat drawing, Sheet C2-ALTC
Revised plat drawing, Sheet C4-A
Letter from DPER to the Applicant and Engineer on issuance of the new Surface
Water Design Manual Adjustment for file no, L12V0002
Wetland Hydrologic Analysis cornpleted by Goldsmith Land Development
Services dated March 2012
Letter to the Hearing Examiner from Thomas M. Pors dated March 27,2012
Letter with copy of Expert Rebuttal Testimony of Harold Hagenson from
Thomas Pors to the Hearing Examiner dated March 30,2012
Lefter to Peter Dye from Ed McCarthy dated February 29,2012
Aerial photo of Jubilee Farms
Natural Resource Conservation Service Soil Survey
Soil Map of Tall Chief property
Staff Revised Conditions
Letter to Lanny Henoch from James M. Garhart dated March 14,2012
Agreement to Grant Emergency Access Easement with Aldana Ridge
Homeowners Association
Letter from John C. Cochenour, President of Patterson Creek Preserve, LLC and

Aldana Ridge Homeowners Association dated March 28,2012
Letter to Lanny Henoch from Hal Hagenson of Hagenson Consultants, I.LC
dated December 29,2A11
Letter to Lanny Henoch from l{al Hagenson of Hagenson Consultants, LLC
dated December 14,2A1l
Letter to .Tames Zoggfrom C. J. Shin of Soil & Environmental Engineers, Inc.
dated January 12,2012
Excerpt from Ordinance 15032

Letter to Lanny Henoch from Hal Hagenson of Hagenson Consultants, LLC
dated March 26,2012 on School Bus Emergency Routes
School Bus Emergency Travel Route

The following exhibits were offered and entered into the record on April 3,2012:
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MINUTES OF T}M MARCH4, 5 AND ?|,}OI3,REMAND PUBLIC HEARING ONPERMITTINC
AND ENVIRONMENTAL REVIEW FILE NO. T'O4POO32.

David W. Spohr was the Hearing Examiner in this matter. Participating in the proceeding were Thomas Pors

and Grant S. Degginger representing the Applicant; Charles Klinge representing the Intervenors; Jina Kirn and

Kirn Claussen rçresenting the Department of Permitting and Environmental Review; James Garhart, Ruth

Brandal, Bruce l. Blyton, Mark A, Barber, Hal Hagenson, Robert Rowe, W, Martin McCabe, William Lider,

Steve Keller, Bob Seana, Ken Zweig, Craig Comfort, Molly Johnson and Pete Dye.

The following exhibits were offered and entered into the record on March 4,2013i

Exhibit no. 75
Exhibit no.76
Exhibit no. Jl
Exhibit no. 78
Exhibit no.79
Exhibit no. 80

Resurne of Bruce L. Blyton
Resume of Mark A. Barber
Resurne of Hal Hagenson
Resume of Robert Rowe
Colored plat map of Tall Chief
Memo to David W. Spohr, interim Deputy Hearing Examiner from Hal Hagenson

dated February 21,2013
Memorandum to Tom Pors from Bruce Blylon datsd February 21,2013
Technícai Memoranclum to Tall Chief Goll Inc. from Jeffi'ey P.l,aub and Bruce L.

Blyton dated l'ebmary 22,2013
Letter to King County DDES fiom Mark A. Barber clated Febrr"rary 15,2012
Plat rnaps of Tall Chief Country Club 'I'racts, Alteniate B - Detention prepared by

Hagenson Consultarrts, LLC
Drainage Review Frequently Asked Questions, Bulletin #29Iaken from King County

Department of Permitting and Environmental Review web site

Prelirninary Subdivision Applications: Instructions taken from King County

Department of Pemitting and Environmental Review web site

Aerial photographs of the Snoquahnie River Valley taken in 1936 and 2000

Applicant's Proposed Revisions to Conditions of Approval for Tall Chief Preliminary
Flooding Services and Infomation from King County
Plat map of Tall Chief showing wetland
Colored aerial photo showing route
Road closures near Tall Chief Plat indicating dates of closings

Resume of W. Martin McCabe
Resurne of William Lider
Color photographs of area

Point of Compliarrce Analysis and Diversion Area lùy'ater Balance Analysis prepared

by Hagenson Consultants, LLC, dated January 18,2012
Easement Agreernent between Patterson Creek Preserve,LLC, Aldarra Ridge

Homeowners Association and Tall Chief Golf, Inc. dated November 13,2006

The following exhibits were offbred and entered into the record on March 5,2013

Exhibit no, 81

Exhibit no. 82

Exhibit no. 83

Exhibit no. 84

Exhibit no, 85

Exhibit no, 8ó

Exhibit no. 87
Exhibit no. 8B

Exhibit no, 89
Exhibit no. 90
Exhibit no. 91

Exhibit no.92
Exhibit no, 93
Exhibit no. 94
Exhibit no. 95
Exhibit no. 96

Exhibit no. 97

Exhibit no. 98

Exhibit no. 99

Exhibit no. 100

Exhibit no. 101

Exlibit no. 102

Exhibit no. 103

Color-coded Map of plat showing forested area to remain/be cleared; fàirway
declared forestecl area to be planted and fairway area developable

Email from Hal Hagenson to Bruce L. Blyton regarcling Tall Chicf Surcharge

Volume dated February 6,2013
Excerpt from King County 1998 Surface Water Design Manual

Not entered into the record
Excerpt from King County 199B Surface Water Design Manual C'2,1

Replacement conditions


